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The Waterville Mail.
VOLUME LVUI

NORTH VASSALBORO NEWS.
HENRY McVElQH, Correspondent.

WATERVILLE

MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1, 1904.

M’LANEDISCODRAGED

HAND-TO-HANDFIGHT.

Young, Mayor of Baltimore

Detailed.\Story of Japs’ Viatoryrat iiraiishan Hill.

Takes His Own Life.
Mra. Bert Haley viaited her mother,
Two Boore or more of North YaBsaL
boro people were iu Waterville Mon Mra. Mary Welah Saturday at Oak
land, remaining till Monday.
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tealous enjoyed them
Mr. Everett Boothby and wire of
SprinRvale are viaiting Mr. and Mra. selves as did alu* their children from
Saturday till Monday at the log cabin
William Loynd.
on the lake.
James Rich, who is temporarily
working in Oakland, was in the
Mr. and Mrs. Yirgil Otis went to
village from Saturday till Monday. Norridgewock and Mercer Saturday
to call upon the gentleman’s parents,
Henry Oote moved his family from returning Monday late in tlie evening.
Waterville last week and has rented
one of the Smith houses on Lang It was nearly 6 o'clock Saturday after
street.
noon before Adam Seaney made his
trip 10 Waterville on account of his
Mrs. Leonarfl McOoy called Satur driving voters to the town caucus six
day at the writer’s hohse to see iter miles away.
two little grandohild^reu, Augusta and
Marian Glazier.
Miss Nellie McYeigh of Oakland
called upon her parents Saturday
George Jackson has moved from the afternoon and stayed till Monday at
tenement over the drug store to a the closing of the Memorial exercises
house owned by Mr. Meservey on when she returned on the evening
Waterville street
train.
Tlie baseball team of little fellows Mr. Hutchinson who purchased the
of the village went to East Vassalboro drugs and fixtures from S. S. Lightand beat a similar team of small boys body, will move into the tenement
over his place of business sometime
Monday forenoon, 31 to 12.
next week. His wife will reach here
Percy Turner has bought a farm in from Boston on Tnesaay next.
Freedom and has left the mill to work
upon it until after haying time when
Miss Minnie Bragg while walking
he will return to mill work again.
along the highway between the resid
ence of George Dearborn and Daniel
The regular one o’clock train over O’Keeffe’s Sunday afternoon, lost her
the narrow gauge for Winslow for beaded chatelaine bag which was
the accommodation of summer travel attached to her waist belt, containing
will be put on Saturday, June 11th. two dollars.
'
Mrs. Thomas Donnelly and children
were ^passengers on Seaney’s 'Stage
Monday noon. They were the guests
of Mrs. O’Reilly during their stay
here.

Adam Seaney’s two teams carried
voters to the Republican canens held
at Yassalboro town house Saturday
afternoon. Mr. O. J. Hussey secured
the nomination. 367 votes were cast,
Mr. Edward Oook receiving 117, O
Monday morning before the hour of J. Hussey 140.
ten o’clock at Matthe'w Seaney had
with the assistance of a friend, plant Rev. R. A. Oolnitts went to Yinaled three bushels of seed potatoes in haven Saturday morning to be present
half an acre of ground.
on Memorial Day to deliver the ora
J. EL Williams, Harold E. Qlidden tion by invitation of the G. A.R., it
and Eddie Williams took'the night being the 4tb time he was honored
Pullman Friday for Bangor and vicini with the call.. During his absence
ty where they spent the time till Mon Mrs. Oolpitts and baby daughter were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold E.
day evening,trout fishing.
Cook.
Charles Bragg moved bis furniture
Monday to Oakland where he has
concluded .to make his future home as
he has secured employment in the
Oakland woolen mill as second hand
in the card room.

The ell and stable on the premises of
Mrs. Nora McQnillan which were
commenced two apd a half weeks ago,
are nearly completed. The ell is re^
oeiving the finishing tonohes, it being
already plastered. This week the oarpenters will finish their labors when
Memorial services were held Sun the painters will do the. oonolnding
day forenoon at the Baptist church. work.
Rev. P. S. Clarke preaching a ser
mon appropriate to the occasion, 16
The stone fenoep which protect the
veterans and 13 ladies of the Relief
fields along the highways of this town
Corps being present.
are something worthy of notice. There
Mr. Edward Oook has set out 60 are miles and miles, of them not only
apple trees this spring. The old orch along the country roads bnt field after
ard is of extraordinary size and with field is proteoted in like manner." In
the above number of additonal trees the days now passed away, before wire
will be of oonsiderable value to those ienoBs were introdnoea, farming was
who succeed him when he has passed no plaything; It must have taken
half a life time to bnild those monu
from care and trouble.
ments of toil. Some of tb^ walls are
laid with an arohiteotnral eye so
Mr. Walter Oldham reaehed his par Rtraigbb and solid do they appear.
ent’s hon^e Tuesday evening from
.Woroester, Mass. He will kpend some
Amongst the names of the veterans
10 days before leaving for Utica, New
of
the G. A. R. of this town who have
York, when he will accept the posi
tion of second hand in the entire passed to the silent majority is that of
finisliing department, wet as well as Rnel O. Burgess, an honest man, gal
dry, in the Globe' mills. The young lant soldier, whose name when called
man is well adapted to the new posii- caused a pang of grief. Two years
tion as he has haa nearly nine years’ ago when he liimself read the roll of
training under his father in the death in Oitizen’s hall, he seemed to
speak each name in reveranoe as
Yassalboro mills.
ibongh too' sacred to be spoken in
language load. Yet with the devotion
The Memorial exeroises Monday aotnating a lover of his country, he
commenced at one o’clock, when the
was always prominent in every move
G. A. R. with the Ladies’ Relief ment in the soldier’s jnst and holy
Oorps and school children marched to mission, but alas he is no more.
the cemetery beaded by the fife and
drum corps. A pleasing feature, if
such-it could with propriety be called,
Miss Annie Mayoook, who formerly
was the singing by those of tender resided in this village, died in Haver
years at the graves of the heroes when hill, Mass., Tuesday of last week. Her
in the forenoon flags were placed upon home was in Amesbnry, but had been
their graves. A goodly number of the visiting friends in the above town
villagers followed the prooCMion on when death overtook her. She was a
its march of sorrow. On their return nieoe of Mr. Michael Herbert. His
to Citizen’s hall ranks were broken two dangbtetrs, Mrs. Robert Ferran
and the closing work of the day per and Miss Mary Herbert, started fof
formed in the hall. Miss Nellie Old Amesbnry Wednesday morning to at
ham played the piano, while Mrs. tend the funeral wbioh took place
Yarney and Miss Mary Lightbody Thursday forenoon. She was in her
sang a duet. Harold £. Oook, Esq., 64th year. Half of her life was passed
then for 46 minutes held the audience in this yillage, taking up her abode
spell bound by the force and logic of with her brothers and sister 36 years
his discourse. The story of that awful ago. She is sniyiyed by three brothers,
strife was told over again and old as Willie, George and James Mayoook
it now is the energy and spirit of ^ the and sister, Lizzie, who liyes in Balti
young orator made the tale sound as more. Md, They were aU present at
If the story had been bom again, and the funeral. Mrs. Ferran and Miss
that the old and young were listening Herbert arrived home Saturday even
to the theme for the hnt time.
ing.
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NUMBER 3

BRIDE HEARD FATAL SHOT.
Perhaps Due to Overwork and
Political Criticism.

Baltimore, Mny 81.—Mayor Robert
M. McLane of this city shot and killed
himself yesterday afternoon iu his bed
room at his residence, 20 West Preston
street. His bride of less than two
weeks was at the time of the tragedy
asleep iu an adjoining rnnin, and was
1
awakened by the discharge of the re
volver, which McLane evidently fired
while stiinding before the mirror of the
dressing case^
The bullet entered the right temple
and, crashing tlu'ough the head, escaped
in the rear of the left ear. Mrs. McLane
and other mouihers oi the household
rushed to McLane’s assistance, but he
did not regain consciousness and ex
pired within an hour.
No cause can-he assigned for the act
by the nieinhers of McLane’s family.
Since the lire of last February he has
been kept assiduously at work adminis
tering the affairs of the cl'ty, besides en
deavoring to direct the rehabilitation
and -rebuilding of the burned district.
This, together with criticisms by his
political opponents, is thought by many
to linve caused a temporary aberration
of mind..
Coroner Hayden signed a cfertlflcate
giving suicide ais the cause of death,
and the rehiaius were turned over to an
undertaking firm to he prepared for
burial.
Mayor McLane was elected as a
Democrat to tlie office or chief magis
trate of the municipality in May of last
year for a term of four years. Under
the city charter he will be succeeded by
E. C. Tiinanus, Republican, president
of the second branch of the city coun
cil, to serve out the-unexplred term.
The second branch of the council,
which Is Republican, will elect a presi
dent, not necessarily a member of the
present body, to preside over its de
liberations, .
—
Mayor McLane was 86 years of age,
the youngest chief'executive Baltimore
ever had. _ He was the son of James L.
McLane, president of the First Na
tional bank, and nepliow of Robert M.
MtjLaiie, former governor of Maryland
and United States minister to France
during I’resideut Cleveland’s first ad
ministration. Previous to his Election
as mayor he had for four years filled
the olilce of state attorney, in which he
had distingulslied himself by a zealous
and intelligent discharge of his duties.
During his brief administration of tlie
mayoralty ofHce he lind'brought upon
hlmseTf the antagonism of the regular
Democratic organization by the ap
pointments of independent members of
the party. Recently there has been
marked opposition lo-him among Demo
cratic members of the city council in
matters relating to the rebuilding of
Baltimore and this Is ascribed by many
as a contributory cause of suicide.
Mayor McLane was married two
weeks ago to Mrs. Mary Yan Bibber,
a well known and popular society leader
of Baltimore, and the newly made bride
is prostrated by the'tragedy.
The mayor -was very popular among
the people genernlly, irrespective of
party, and the whole community has
been profoundly shocked by his tragic
end.
CLEVELAND FOR '^PARKER.
Philadelphia, May 31.—A North
American special dispatch from Prince
ton, N. J., quotes exTresldent Cleve
land as Buying that he has believed for
some montlis, and believes now, that
Alton B. Parker will be the nominee of
the national Democratic convention for
presidential office.
OAR OVERTURNED.
New Haven, May 81.—Five persons
were Injured, but not serlousls', by the
overturning of . a car on a miniature
rtillway at an amusement resort at
Bavin Rock. The train was going
around a curve when the rear car
jumped the track and was overturned.
A QUAKER CITY RIOT,
Philadelphia, May 31.—A race riot
between whites and negroes occurred
here lust evening and five persons were
seriously hurt and a score of others
were more or less roughly handled.
The*police have not yet ascertained the
direct cause of the trouble. The fight
was started between white and negro
children, in which their elders became
Involved. Eleven arrests were made.
TO RAISE THE MAINE.
Havana, May 81.—Joseph R. Wyckoff
of this city has organized a company,
be says, to raise the wreck of the bat
tleship Maine under an agreement to
pay the Cuban government f5000. The
intention ik to sink a cofferdam, raise
the hull and repair it sufficientlj,^ to
tow to New York for. oxbibiUon.

Chosen Thursday Night by a Vote of 258 CAPTURED
to 233“4 Large Caiicus'“List of State
and County Delegates-Union In Cobb’s
Own County Goes for Fernald.

NEARLY 80 GUNS.

Brown Men Suffered the Loss
of 3500 Men.

Toklo, May 81.—The details of the
fighting at Kin Chou emphasize the
heroic teuucity of the Japanese iu their
conduct at Nanshau hill. Nine suc
cessive times the Japanese charged the
fortified heights in the face of a storm
of dentil-dealing missiles and In their
last effort they carried the forts and
trenches only after a bayonet to bayonet
conflict with the Russians, who made a
desperate, despairing struggle to beat
buck the oncoming hordes.
The final assault of the Japanese, in
which they at last succeeded iu taking
possession, was marked by the most
desperate baud-to-haiid encounter that
has thus fur characterized the war.
The Japanese left, throughout the en
tire action until night, was exposed to
an inllliudlng lire from the Russian in
fantry, a gunboat on Talienwuu bay,
and four U-eeiitlmetre guus posted at
Tafeugebou.
At a critical moment the nminunltlou
of the artillery ran low and It was de
cided to cast the remaining ammunition
into one final desperate assault. For
tunately, however, at the moment this
decision was reached the Japanese
squadron In Kin Chou bay, which bad
ceased bombarding when the Infantry
bad first moved forward, suddenly re
sumed the sbelllug of NTiusban bill.
Then it was that the Issues of tboday
were determined—at a moment when
the outcome was fluttering between
success and defeat for Japan-and an
almost certain repulse was converted
Into victory so complete that the forces
of the czar were swept into confusion
and disoi-derly retreat. With all the
Japanese guns centering their fire u^n
the Nausban forts and trenches, th«
THE PEOPLE’S CANDIDATE-HOJS. B. M. FERNALD OF "WEST POLAND. Japanese infantry sprang over the
bodies of their comrades who bad
sacrificed their lives in the previous
fruitless charges. The entire line
rushed
forward toward the Russian
That was a rousing canons Thursday S. S. Yose.
H. O. Procter
left, where the lire of the Jupauese
Dr.
A.
Joly
Xavier
Bourgoin
evening. The old hall never sheltered so H. B. Holland
E. M. Stacy squadrou bad proved most deadly and
many voters with a contest so great 0. B. Dickerson
F. M. Rand Which was the first to weaken under the
P. Giroux
Arthur Ponsant deatli-deullng bo.nil)a«lment. And It
and everyone so harmoniously agreed J.
L. P. Salisbury
W. O. Hawker was there tlial the first breach .Was
that it was to be a fair fight. The G.- F. Davies
E. W. Foster made In the iiumnn wail that all daj
M. Jepson
Oscar F. Mayo bad been an Invinciolc barrier to the
only nneveuesB was that of the atmos E.While
the committee was counting
phere. The crowd good naturedly the ballots it was deoided to proceed assaults of the brown men.
It was the Foiirtlr division o& the
jostled here and there, walked over a at onoe, and a oommttee oousisting of Osaka men that stormed the Russian
few corns, apologized, did the triok Martin Blaisdell, Frank E. Brown, left. Tbo First ui vision of Toklo, which
over again and voted as quietly as it W. H. K. Aboott, H. L. Tappan, had tlie centre and tlie Third division
would have done had there been no Jolm Yigne, and R. W. Dnnn was ap of Nagoya, ocpupylng the left, and
contest whatever.
pointed to receive, sort, and oonnt the whlcli had been exposed all day to the
Both factions had been hard at ballots for delegates and alternates to Russian fire against the front flank,
work all day and both factious had the county convention. About the pow followed llic example of the Osaka
their men out. When the voting same length of time was consumed in men and rushed forward, and the battle
transformed from an artillery
was over, there was uot a word of this ballot which rosnlted as follows: became
duel Into one of personal conflict, with
fanlt to be found bv the fair minded J. Howard Welch and others
248 tbo bayonet ns tlie instrument of war.,
307 On every parapet tlie Japanese surged
men on either side. There was not Horace Pariutoii and others
The following gentlemen make up forward in iiicrensiug numbers, a^d,
the slightest indication of bribery,
oorrnption or oheap measures dnriua the delegation and alternates to the hustliug the Russians from tbelr Intreuelimeiits, swept over the hill. At
the oanens us far as The Mail oonld county convention:
determine. There was no charge that DELEGATES.
ALTERNATES. 7:80 o’clock, ns the sun was sinking be
either side was using rnm or money. J. Howard Welch
S. K. Fuller neath the horizon, the flag of Japan
Oharles MoGann floated above the blood-sodden Nausban
Not an..^toxicated man was seen. O. W. Getohell
A. Davison
John A. Hyland hill.
Th^snrprise was in that so large a John
Tlie Japanese paid fortheir victory lu
Oharles R. Roderick
E. J. Brown
meeting conld be so orderly and un Walter E. Noble
A. G. Bowie 8500 kllle<l and wounded. To the Rus
excited.
S. A. Green
MarkRollins
sians tlie liumilintloii of defeat was in
E. L. Oraig tensified by the loss of 68cannon and 10
It was a warm evening and none of Austin Bragg
M. S. Goodrich
"A. H. Libby machine guns, wliilo lying dead in ths
the orators felt like making anv talk. Dr.
S. E. Whitcomb
FrankWalker
The chairman managed the crowd iu J. H. Modone
Ira A. Mitohell forts and trenches were 500 men.
its approach to the polls Tike a general N. E. Emery
A. F. Drnmmond
A FIGHT WITH COSSACKS.
Oharles F. Ayer
manenvering troops. Hon. William L. P. Load
H.
O.
Proctor
Lake
Ivors
I. Haines called tire meeting to order D. P. Foster
Toklo, May 81.—A detachment of
H. W. Ludwig
on 'time and read the call. Jndge F. E. Brown
John Lashns Japanese troops attacked and defeated
Warren U. Fhllbrook, on motion of Napoleon Tardiff
J. W. Morrill 2000 Cossacks at Aiyangplen Msn.
H. T. Winters northeast of Feng Wang Cheng, Satur
Mr. E. R. Drnmmond, was made J. C. Pallor
O.
M.
Turner
Green day. The engagement began at 10:80
chairman without contest. Mr. A. F. James A. Getohell OarlH.M.W.Wheeler
and ended at 11:30 a. m. The Japanese
Drnmmond was made seore^ary and Eugene Tufts
A. G. Fenner lost four men killed and 38 wounded.
W. A. Hager The Russian casualties are not known.
the oanens squared away for badness. Horace Pnriutou
A oommitt-ee consisting of W. J.
“CAPTURE ABOUT JUNE 80.’’
Lauigan, Oharles Kelsey, E. M. JepFERNALD WINS AT UNION.
Bou, Oharles Tamer, Lowell G. SalisLondon, May 31.—The attack on Port
bnry and H. L. Emery was appointed
Artliur,
The Chronicle’s Toklo corre
by the chair to receive, sort and Vote Was 53 to 51 With Eight Frozen spondent ,telegraphs. Is expected to be
Out.
count votes.
gin about June 16. Correspondents
This committee was made np of Thera has been some doubt as to leave here June lu lu time to see the
three men from eaoh faction of the whether Mr. Oobb oonld carry his own capture probably ahfiPt Juno 20.
canons and the same thing was trne county if nominated; but now it seems
A DREYFUS SCANDAL.
of both ballotings. The flrsr in order that even the Knox county Republican
Paris, May 81.—The ministry of war
of bniiness ;^as that of selecting eleven organization is not solid for him. has caused the arrest of an officer who
delegates and eleven alternates to re The Rockland Star this morning Is held lu close confinement In a fortress,
present the oity at the. state conven says:
charged with using considerable sume
tion to be held in Bangor June SO.
A political surprise happened iu of money during the court martial at
Jndge Philbrook directed the crowd to Union last night at the Repnblioan Rennes In order to seoure the convic
approach the polls from his right and oanons wlien the liveliest oanens in tion of Dreyfus. All official Information
elected three Fernald delegates concerning the ease is withheld.
to move across the front of the hall, years
after an exoiting cast. The vote stood
retnrniog to former positions in that 61 to 68. The delegates ohosen were
INCENDIARY AT WORK.
way. The balloting for the state Fred E. Burkett, George W. Fish and
Randolph, Mass., May 81.—The third
delegation required about twenty O, .H. Harding. The chairman of the
meeting was S. W. Jones and the seo- Incendiary fire within a month oc
minutes and the resnlt was as follows; retary
Fred E. Bnrketi.
curred hero when the rendering factory
Total vote
401
Lost night' the viocon celebrated of John K. Willard waadestroyed. The ’
Anti-Oobb
‘
368 with fireworks and a general Jollioflaloss Is estimated at $8000.
Oobb
388 tion on Union oommou.
The following gentlemen -make up
The voting at the oanons was by
RICARTli) AN EXILE.
ballot marked ”Oobb Delegates,”
the state delegation and altemateB.;_
‘ ’ Fernald Delegates. ’ ’ The polls were
Manila, May 81.—RIcarte, the former
DELEGATES.
ALTERNATES. open about half an hoar and at the
E. F. Hltoblngs
F. W. Johnson oloee eight votes were frozen out. Filipino leader, baa been captured by
P. W. Oowen
~
W. L Sterling Fred Burkett says five of them were constabulary and sent to Guam lu exile.
He was the instigator of an uprising at
R. H. Union
George HoUowell Fernald men.
Vlgan In February last.________

UNCLE SAM’S
1
WONDERS
Ail Executive Departments Send
Treasures to tlie
World’s Eair.
I
Display

Installed In the Largest Gov
ernmental Exposition Building Ever
j Constructed — Precious Docu)
ments — Relics of Famous
Statesmen and Soldiers.
^
Worjfing Postal

j

Exhibit.

1 The United States Oovernmont buildin* nt the tt'orld’s Fair occupies tin
elevated site just south of the main
picture of the Exposition. The great
central dome of the Oovernment build
ing Is visible from the very center of
the Fair, looking across the picturesque
Bunken garden tnat lies between the
Palaces of Mines and Metallurgy and
Liberal Arts.
The hill slope In front of the Gov
ernment building Is terraced with
broad stairways almost completely
covering the slope. The building Is 800
feet long by 250 feet wide and is the
largest structure ever provided at an
exposition by the federal government.
It Is distinguished from all the ofher
large, buildings at the E.vposltlon by
the steel truss construction, the entire
roof being supported by steel arches,
forming a splendid dome(. ceiling.
‘ In this building are installed the ex
hibits of all the executive departments
of the government. The building Is a
vast storehouse of an endless variety
of treasures dear to the heart of every
true American. Precious documents
are to be seen here, and the autographs
of our great men of the past are on
display. Itellcs of famous statesmen
and soldiers, carefully preserved
(through generations, are exhibited.
ISach governmental department has InBtellcd an exhibit showing Its official
character and mode of operation.
Entering the Government building
from the eastern end, the visitor sees
at his left a railroad postoffice car.
This Is not a mere coach standing Idle.

tiOUIBIANA PUUOHASE MONUMENT, WOllLD’S
i
FAIU. ■

but Is one of the most improved mail
cars, in which men attached to the
Uulted States railway mall service are
actively engaged In “throwing” the
malls. Here you will see the postal
clerks nt work, just ns they work while
speeding along a railroad track.
A curious collection of old time rel
ics from the postoffice museum nt
IWashlngton Illustrates ns no verbal
description can do the crude begiunings of the postal system. One of
these relics Is an old fashioned stage
coach that once carried United States
mails through a portion of the Louisi
ana purchase territory.
President
Roosevelt, who once inspected It, ex
amined with a rough rider’s Interest
the bullet holes which stage robbers
and mountain brigands shot through
Its stiff leathern curtains. Generals
Sherman and Sheridan' and President
Gaffleld rode in this old coai'h during
the strenuous days of. frontier life,
^mong the collection of documents
showing the primitive postal methods
In .vogue In the early days Is to tic
Been the old book of accounts kept by
the first postmaster general, Uenjamln
Franklin, all written by band. There
1b a rare collection of stamps. Includ
ing ancient Filipino, Porto Kican and
Cuban stamps. The postofflee department’s exhibit occupies 12,409 square
feet.
Across the aisle, at the right. Is the
exhibit of the new Department of
Commerce and Labor, occupying 1,000
square feet This exhibit shows what
the new executive department stands
tor and what it Is accomplishing. Mr.
Carroll D. Wright, United States Com
missioner of Labor, had pharge of tlio
preparation of the exhibit. Charts ar
ranged by him, showing the rapid
growth of the nation in agriculture,
arts, manufacture’, population, etc., are
of special Interest to sociologists and
all students of the labor problem. The
Census Bureau exhibit is made in this
Bection. It shows the tabulating machlpps used in compiling the census re
ports. The Lighthouse Board, also op
erating under this department, shows
the great revolving lense? In llghtbouses, with oUier interesting appli
ances. ■>
The space In the projecting north
west corner of the building is devoted
to the Library of Congress. The edi
fice which houses this library nt Wash
ington Is held by many architects to
be the most beautiful building in the

I world.

Its interior decorations, Sy El
mer Ellsworth Gnrnsey, furnish one
of the chief delights of a visit to the
nntlohal capital. A large model of this
splendid building is a feature of the
exhibit. The decorative features of
the Interior are reproduced In their
original colors.
The next exhibit on the right hand
side of the central aisle Is that of the
litorlor Department, occupying 11,702
iiqiiure feet. In this large space the
visitor finds so many things of com
pelling Interest that be is loath to
leave. The Patent Office exhibit be
longs to this section. There are mod
els of many mriehlnes that have borne
an Iniporlunt part in the development
of the nation’s Industries. 'The earliest
form of every device of human Inven
tion. so far ns possible. Is shown here.
For Instance, you may see the actual
sewing iiiacblne that was the first con
trivance of Its kind every constructed;
It was patented In 1840 by Elias Howe.
The first typewriter, patented by C.
Tburber In 1842; the model of the first
cast Iron plow, patented by Charles
Newbold In 1707; the first screw pro
peller, Invented by Robert Hook In
1080"; and many other “first” things
are to be seen. Tlie model of Abraham
Lincoln’s celebrated device for lifting
steamboats off shoals Is shown here.
The -first harvesting machine, made In
the year 1.50 B. C.. Is one of the most
ancient exhibits nt the Exposition.
There Is also u model of the first steam
engiuo, made In Egypt In the same
year.
Every foot of the 200,000 feet of
floor space in Uncle Sam’s World’s
Fair building Is occupied by exhibits
of surpassing Interest, and every phaseof the people’s welfare Is shown.

CURIOUS THINGS FROM CHINA
The Most Magnificent Bede Ever Seen
Are Part of the CelestTsil Empire’s
World’s Fair Exhibit.

The Chinese exhibit nt the World’s
Fair Is filled with pleasing surprises.
Some of the most magnificent articles
of furniture are a part of this wonder
ful dtsplny. The carving and Inlaying
of Ivory, bone and wood Illustrate the
marvelous skill of the Chinese.
Models Included In this Interesting
exhibit show the homes and home life
of the Chinese, their weddings and
funerals, Chinese tea house, restau
rant and shop, Chinese weaving and
some of the beautiful silks and wear
ing apparel of the Chinese and their
methods of manufacturing them.
One fei\ture of the exhibit is two
mngnlllceiit Chinese beds, each of
which has the appearance of being a
small house of great beauty. One is a
summer bod, the other for winter. The
summer bed Is hand carved and Inlaid
with ivory and bone figures and land
scapes exquisitely carved and so
skillfully joined ns to appear a part of
the wood. The bed and furniture are
of curved bamboo. The bed consists of
au anteroom, with tables, chairs and
tea stands, and In ah Inner room, which
Is the sleeping apartment, there Is a
couch with coverings of gauzy silks.
The winter bed is still more etebornte. It consists of three compartments.
'The first contains four chairs, a tea poy
and a chest of drawers. This Is the Bit
ting apartment. 'The second Is the dress
ing room, and the third Is the sleep
ing apartment, or the couch itself. The
furniture Is of rosewood inlaid with
Ivory carving of birds, flowers and
trees. The couch Is covered with silks
of the finest texture and In gaudy col
ors. Tbo sleeping compartments are
lighted with Chinese lanterus of silk
bung at the outer eutrauce, while the
light enters tbrougb gauze panels, hand
painted and In forms of rosewood in
laid with Ivory figures.
A table and dish made of highly pol
ished ash, with exquisitely carved
bamboo figures Inlaid, are shown. The
work la so artistically done that each
article seems to have been made of
one piece of wood.
There Is also a large display of Chi
nese lanterns made of silk, gauze and
other light material and some made of
beads artistically arranged with glass
centers. The silk and gauze are beau
tifully hand painted.
There are models of some of the
great Chinese temples, theaters and
arches, showing elaborate carving In
wood and ivory and two large elephant
tusks exquisitely carved.

WHARFAGE FREE AT ST. LOUIS
Twenty Milee of River Front For WaJter Craft at World’s Fair City.

Free wharfage will he given to all
boats landing at St. Louis during the
World’s Fair. Traffic Manager Hllleary of the Exposition and Joseph P.
Whyte, harbor and wharf commission
er of St. Louis, have decided on the lo
cations aligned to the various kinds
of boats.
Yachts, steam launches and all boats
propelled by their own power have
been assigned wharf space between
Choteau avenue and Biddle street
These streots, running east and west,
^orm the boundary lines for the cen
tral business district of the city.
House boats have been assigned
wharf space north of Biddle street
and south of Choteau avenue.
St. Louis has a river front of twen
ty miles. The Broadwoy line of the
Transit company parallels the river
from the 'city limits on the north to
Jefferson Barracks on the south. At
no point are the cars more than five
blocks from tbo Mississippi river. The
World’s Pair may be reached for one
fare by transferring to any of the
eight lines that cross Broadway and
reatti the Exposition STOunda.
Aa to 1‘opalarlty.

MEN WHO LOOK ALIKE.

Gattlnar Back at Whtatler.

MacNelll Whistler had a French
poodle of which he was extravagantly
fond. This poodle was seized with an
affectfon' of the throat, and Whistler
had the audacity to send for the great
throat specialist, Mackenzie. Sir Morell, when he saw that he had been
called In to treat a dog, didn’t like It
much, it was plain. But be said noth
ing. lie prescribed, pocketed a big fee
and drove away. The next day he sent
posthaste for Whistler, and Whistler,
thinking he was summoned on some
matter concerning his beloved dog,
dropped his work and rushed like the
wind to Mackenzie’s. On his arrival
Sir Moroll said gravely; “How do you
do, Mr. Whistler? I ■wanted to see you
about having my front door painted.”
—Colliei o Weekly.
J.

It la CaH7 to Become a Victim ol
Mlataken Iclentity'a

"One of the strongest pieces of evi
dence against an accused man when
there la any doubt connected with the
Identity of the criminal Is the state
ment of any one or more witnesses
that ‘he is the man: I could pick him
out of a crowd,’ and yet despite the
awful weight this often has In decid
ing the result of a trial It Is In reality
weak and fallacious and would fall to
pieces If a good, practical test were
made of the witness' alleged remarka
ble perspicuity,” said the man who Is
fond of criminal research. “I think It
has been the experience of nearly ev
ery man who has traveled any to meet
with numerous people who will 'teke
him for some one else. At least a doz
en. times ill my career has this occur
red. This has been In broad daylight,
on the street or some public place
where with clear vision and unham
pered thought a man does not know If
I am myself or some one else. Change
the conditions—sunshine for darkness,
an ordinary street scene for one of
crime, perhaps.murder, with Its attend
ant excitement and mind disturbance,
and say If It be possible for a man who
has caught perhaps one moment’s view
of the fleeing crlmiual to go Into the
witness stand and ‘Identify’ the man.
Suppose we were to advertise for three
or four men bearing a close resem
blance to the prisoner (and they would
not be very hard to find In a city of
this size), dress them exactly like the
accused and let them mingle and Inter
mingle among themselves, and it Is al
most a foregone conclusion that the
•best witness in the court will be so
puzzled he cannot tell one from anoth
er.”—New Orleans TImes-Democrat.

LITTLE THINGS.
The Importance They at Times Assuiiic lu Affairs of . Life.

“The longer 1 live,” observed the
Cashier of a bank dowutown, “the more
1 realize the Importance of little things.
Here Is a case lu point,” he continued,
referring to a letter he just had re
ceived. “A few weeks ago I had two
callers In my office, one an excitable
elderly man, a big depositor, and the
other the president of a manufacturing
concern and the writer of this letter.
This manufacturer left, and soon aft
erward the excitable man discovered
that some one had taken h'is hat He
stormed about the place until one of
the clerks suggested that perhaps the
manufacturer had taken it by mistake.
The excitable man demanded his ad
dress and started out to hunt him down
and give him ‘a piece of bis mind.’
“The other day I read a letter from
the mhnufacturlng concern and was
astonlpbed to see among the names of
Its officers that of my excitable caller
as vice president. My curiosity was
aroused, and I made some Inquiries.
Now 1 learn that the excitable man
was iSO pleasantly received when he
called for his bat that Ills anger cooled
at once. Then he got to talking about
the manufacturer’s business and the
money be was making. A few days
later he lnve.sted heavily In the con
cern and ■was elected Its vice president.
And all because of that little mistake
about a hat.”—New York Press.
New Year*« In Tibet.

Fob. 18 is New Year’s day In Tibet,
and for the succeeding three weeks
Lassa is the scene of "'strange proceed
ings. Its government passes from the
lama to a monk of the Debang monastei'y, who buys the right of rule by auc
tion. He is called the talno and, re
ceiving the homage of all, exercises his
authority by Imposing heavy fines for
lUls own profit. His men visit every
house In Lassa to collect heavy tores
and fines, so that all the poorer people
leave the city at the New Year. From
•the country round priests flock In for
numerous religious ceremonies, which
culminate lu the selection of a human
scapegoat for the sins of Lassa. The
face of the victim Is painted half black
and half white, and after he has been
beaten by the .populace as a symbol
of the transference to him of the sins
of the people he Is hooted and mobbed
out of Lassa, whither he may not re
turn for a year.
Tbe Umbrella Tree.

The umbrella tree Is found In Ceylon
lu greater profusion than anywhere
else In the world. As a matter of scien
tific fact, these trees grow to their
greatest height and attain to their
greatest size In very wet, rainy coun
tries. This growth frequently Is due
to the fact that the tree requires a
great deal of moisture and not because
It Is needed to keep off tbe rain. Tbe
tree forms so complete an umbrella
that a number of persons might take
shelter under its spreading branches.
The foliage Is, as a rule, so thick that It
serves to keep off the rain almost per
fectly even In a heavy downpour.
The Klnir of Korea.

Only the king of Korea, may rear
goats or have round coftimns and
square rafters to his house or wear a
coat of brilliant red. Only the king
may look upon the faces of tbe queen’s
hundreds of attendant ladies or have
any building outside of which there are
more than three steps. Four steps
would be high treason and would cost
their owner a traitor’s death.
Panlahmeitt.

Naggus—What are you going to do
with tbe hero and heroine of that
magatine story you are running now?
Marry them? Borps—Certainly. They
will be married In the last chapter.
Naggus—I'm glad of It It will serve
them rlghtl—Chicago Tribune.

"The man who wonts to bo popular
must be a cheerful liar.”
Lake Baikal, tbe “holy sea,” Is, ex
"1 don’t see why.”
cepting Victoria Nyanza In Africa, the
"Because no man can gain popularity largest lake In tb^ eastern hemisphere.
by telling the people tbo truth about It Is 8.100 feet deeo.
themaelves.”—Chicago Post

Promlned Not to Be Contaminated.

Frances had been brought up In a
strict Presbyterian household, and In
all her nine years had never attended
service In a church of another denomi
nation. While on a visit with her
mother to a part of the country far
from her own home she entered the
parlor one Saturday afternoon and
eigerly asked: “Oh, mamma, may I
go to the 'Plscopal church with Gertie
tomorro'w? I’ll promise not to believe
a single word the minister says!”—LIpplncott’s Magazine.

I,

Proof Posltlre.

MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
It Date. Only From the Middle of
the La.t Century.

Some forms of spiritualism have had
followers from remote aiithiulty. hi
the Levltlcal law we find the Injunc
tion, “Thou Shalt not suffer a witch to
live,” and throughout Old Testament
history there are frequent references
to this subject, while demons, python
esses, sibyls, augurs and soothsayers
have their places in the secular annals
of mankind.
In Its modern form spiritualism
dates only from the forty-eighth year
of the last century, when, nt the house
of a farmer of Ilydesville, In the state
of New York, the spirit of a peddler
who had been murdered there some
five years previously was said to pro
duce certain unaccountable rnpplngs
and disturbances In the room occupied
by little daughters of the house.
An Investigation by the neighbor
hood followed, and, to quote the words
used by FniTur In hls pamphlet on the
subject, “It soon became evident that
nn organized attempt was being made
by the denizens of the spirit world to
establish a method of communication
with mankind.”
From that time spiritualism spr_ead
rapidly, and by the year 1871 the num
ber -of Its supporters was variously
reckoned at from 8,000,000 to 11,000,000.

Taglelgh-Old Lawless cannot be
LIGHT REFLECTION.
such a very bad attorney. He suc
ceeded in securing au acquittal In that The Reniion Why Foam Always Ap
last murder case. Warlelgh-Well,
pears White In ColoTf
when he told the jury that the pris
When water, is violently agitated
oner had selected him In preference to small bubbles of air are mixed up with
all other counsel they brought In a It, and thus foam Is formed, and Its
verdict of “temporary Insanity.”
whiteness is duo to the fact that when
light passes from one medium to an
The Ventareaome 'Win.
other of a different refractive index It
“There are some men,” said the pes Is always reflected, and this reflection
simist, "whom good fortune seems to may be so often repeated-as to render
follow always.”
the mixture Impervious to light
“I think you are wrong,” replied the
It is, then, this frequency of the re
optimist “If you were to examine flections of the limiting surfaces of
Into the matter you’d find It Invariably air and water that renejers foam
tueets them.”—Philadelphia Ledger.
opaque, and, as each particle reflects
light in all directions, so much light is
Jnat Like a Man.
reflected that the mixture appears
The Groom—Our anniversary! What white.
anniversary, dearest? The Bride (sad
To a similar cause Is due the white
ly)—Have you forgotten so soon? ness of transparent bodies when crush
We’ve been married a week today.”
ed to powder. The separate particles
transmit light freely, but tbe reflec
Recollection is the only paradise tions nt their surfaces are so numerous
from whlth we cannot be turned out that the resulting effect Is white. Thus
—Richter.
glass when crushed Is a white powder
and Is opaque, hut when It Is put un
The Savagre'. ProTcrb.,
der water It once more becomes trans
The proverbs of savages are shrewd parent, because the water fills up the
and pithy. The Basutos say, “The interstices betn-een the particles, and
thief catches himself;” the Yorubas, the reflections are destroyed. Salt and
“He who Injures another injures him snow are also common examples of
self;” the Wolofs, J'Before healing oth this condition.
ers heal j'ourself.” In Accra they say,
“Nobody Is twice -a fool;” among the
GLACIER MOTION.
Ojl, “The moon does not grow full In a
day;” “The poor man has no friends.” Tlie Movement I. Like That of Plteli
A Pashto proverb says, “A feather does
Upon a Plane.
not stick without gum.” Others are;
Tlie - motion of glaciers has been
“A crab does not bring forth a bird;” Bcieutitically deflned ns that of a vis
“A razor cannot shave itself;” “Cross cous mass, partly sliding upon Its bed,
the river before you abuse the croco partly sheering’ upon Itself under the
dile;” “Truth Is only spoken by a Influence of gravity. In other words,
strong man or a fool;” “Perseverance the motion resembles that of pitch
always triumphs;” “The thread follows poured upon a table, which spreads,
the needle;” “Preparation Is better not by the expansion of tbe bottom of
than afterthought.”-Westminster Re the mass, hut by the edges rolling
view.
over above the lower stratum, which
Is dragged by the table surface. It
A Sixtun V. Salad-,
When Pope Sixtus V. was an ob wa,s argued against this that Ice was
scure monk he had a great friend In a a brittle substance, but Principal
certain lawyer who sank steUdlly Into Forbes was able to show that glacier
poverty while the monk rose to the Ice differs from others lu possessing a
papacy. The poor lawyer Journeyed to distinct granular structure and that
Rome to seek aid from his old friend, the grains, by imparting a certain
the pope, but he fell sick and told his amount of motion to each other, as in
doctor to let the pope know of hls sad water, gave the whole plasticity.
’J’he rate of motion varies with
state. “I will send him a salad,” said
Sixtus, and duly dispatched a basket local conditions, but Is sometimes ex
of lettuce to the Invalid. When the tremely slow. Thus tlie Thcodul glacier
lettuce was examined money was ejected. In 1885, from Its end two skel
found in the hearts. Hence the Italian etons, ■with fragments of clothing, and
proverb of a man in need'of money, two medals, dated 1582.
Other high authorities attribute their
“He wants one of Sixtus V.’s salads.”
motion to other natural forces, such aalternate expansion and contraction.
A Long: Sleep.
An agricultural laborer in Russia is
A Dance Cure.
reported to have slept for seven months.
Dr. Blshoff of Valdivia, Chile, de
He “dropped off” while nt work In the
fields, was carried home and remained scribes the hard work of the mining
slumbering for the period mentioned, peons, who carry 150 pounds of ore in
strapped to their shoulders while
watched from time to time by physi bags
cians. Curiously enough, he lost so they climb up hundreds of feet on lad
little flesh that no attempt was made ders, often consisting only of notched
to feed him. When he awoke he was trees, d'hey toll without a recess from
as weak as an Infant, but after a fort 6 a. m. to 4 p. m. and might seem to
night’s nursing he was strong enough be In need of all the rest th^y can get,
but before supper prefer to take the
to return to hls work.
strain out of their muscles _after a
fashion of their own—viz, dancing
■Why Italian. Fence Well.
Experiments show that the nervous vehemently to the sound of a fiddle for
ness of southerners acts in a most an hour or two or even longer If their
marked manner to their disadvantage. lady friends happen to muster In force.
Owing fo a greater nervousness and -•Health Culture.
quickness of, response, they impose
National Manners,
severer strains on already tired
It Is curious to watch on board a
muscles. The skill of the Italians with steamer how the men of different na
the foil Is an Instance of the greater tionalities behave to a lady no longer
speed of their motor nerves.—Professor young who Is traveling alone. The
Mosso’s Book on Fatigue.
Frenchman Is absolutely rude if he gets
tbe chnncp; the German simply takes
Con.altlng; the Sane.
no notice; the Austrian Is frigidly po
No Korean couple ■would think of lite; the Englishman takes trouble to
marrying without consulting the sage,
be kind If hls aid Is solicited; the Amer
who fixes the happy day for them. ican Is kind from habit and without ef
This he does simply by adding the
fort—London Standard.
bride’s age to the bridegroom’s, and,
after determining which star rules the
Father, and Son.,
destiny of their united ages, he decrees
Descanting on the changes In life and
that the wedding shall take place upon work brought about by time, a farmer
the day sacred to that star.
said, “When I was young I used to
think my father had na muckle sense,
Give and Take.
but my sons look on mysel’ as a born
“I always contend, sir,” said the eedlot!”—“Reminiscences,” by Sir Arch
girl’s father meaningly, “that young ibald Geikle.
men should be In bed before 10:30 each
night”
Their -View, of It.
“Yes,” replied the young man who
He—Dia you see the pleased expres
was calling on the girl; “I hope you set sion on her face when I told her she
that good example yourself, sir.”
didn't look any older than her daugh
ter? She—No; 1 was looking nt the
Health.
expression on her daughter’s face.—
A man too busy to take good care of Detroit Free Press.
hlB health is like a woodebopper too
busy cutting down trees to keep a keen
Strange to say, In Asia and Africa,
edge on bla ax or a draftsman too where grass will not grow, the most
much engaged In drawing to sharpen beautiful flowers and abrubs flourish
bis pencU.
to perfection.
______ |_____________

Coffre In Wartimes.

in the civil war there were numerous
coffee substitutes. The principal was
potatoes, which were cut Into small
cubes and parched. The beverage wna
declared to be potable. A Texas regi
ment used corn, parching the grains
till they were a blackish brown. It
was common to make coffee out of
rice and other cereals besides com.
Many of the southern troops made a
drink of the leader roots of the sassa
fras by boiling them In water. Many
a gallon of sassafras tea have I'drunk,
and the effect Is gloriously stimulating.
A pint of It will enable a fatigued per
son to labor on Indefinitely. The taste
is deliciously aromatic.—New York
Press.
PaiiBionii and tbe Face.

All real and enduring beauty must
come from ’wlthlu. Notice how angry
passions, evil emotions, worry, fear,
hatred, euvy, jealousy, malice, even
though they he but momentary feel
ings, will distort and destroy for the
time being the most perfectly fashion
ed face. If evil thoughts or deeds be'
persisted In, the transient effects will
become lastlug.—Success.
-• Silence and Speech.

The chief office of silence Is to bury
all that Is evil, rind jhe chief office of
speech Is to disclose and disseminate
all that Is good. Let this be done with
sincerity and earnestness, and let no
criticism discourage It, for Its ultimate
beneflt to character and to conduct Is
established beyond a doubt.
Take More of tlie Same.

"My wife taught me something tha
other night that Isn’t down In the med
ical books,” said a Stock Exchange
man. “We had some peppery tomato
soup for dinner. I was hungry and I
suppose I was trying to eat too fast.
At any rate 1 got some of the soup In
my windpipe and commenced to
strangle. I coughed and coughed, and
drank about two glasses of water. Still
I coughed.
“ ‘Take another spoonful of soup,’
said my wife.
“ ‘Not for mine,’ I said. 11 choked
on that once and I’ll wait until this
burnlhg gets out of my throat.’
“She Insisted, however, telling me It
would cure the Irritation. ' Just for
luck 1 made the attempt and the effect
was magical, for the Irritation disap
peared immediately. My self appoint
ed physician told me also that to cure
that choking sensation you must take
some more of the very liquid on which
you strangled, She said It was espe
cially efficacious in the case of a strong
add like lemon. How Is that for a
housewife remedy for a common complalnt?”-.-New York Press.
Matthew Arnold an School Innpector*

It Is said that Matthew Arnold In the
character of school Inspector never as
sumed the stereotyped manner and
coldly critical air usually associated
with such an official. Mr. G.. W. E.
Russell says of him that he was “sym
pathetic without being condescefadlng,
and he" reconciled the humblest drudge
In a Lpudon school to 'lilB or her drudg
ery for the next twelve months.”
See the tall figure, nt once graceful
and stately; the benign air, as of an
affable archangel; the critical brow and
inquiring eyeglass bent on some very
Immature performance in penmanship
or needlework, and the frightened chil
dren and the anxious teacher, gradual
ly lapsing Into smiles and peace, as the
great man tested the proficiency In
some such humble art as spelling.
“Well, my little man, and how do you
spell dog?” “Please, sir, d-o-g.” “Capi
tal! Very good, indeed! I couldn’t do
it better myself. And now let us go a
little further and sec If we can spell
cat?” Chorus (excitedly)—C-a-t “Now,
this is really excellent!” To the teach
er: “You have brought them on won
derfully. in spelling since I was hero
last You shall have a capital report.
Goodby.”
finildinff A Houae.

In b'alldlng .a house every layer of
brick Is termed a “course.” It is usual
to place In'the walls upright and hori
zontal damp proof courses. These
ought to be composed of some sub
stance that water cannot penetrate. In
this way the walls are mapped out In
to squares, and the accidental damping
of any one square cannot affect the
others. Unfortunately, some builders
study economy unduly, and their damp
proof courses act as effectively as a
layer of wet sea sand. Those who In
tend having a house built should re
gard the genuineness of the measures
adopted to prevent damp as of the very
first Importance.
Drawinic the Di.ea.e Oat.

The Chinese have a curious custom
of trying to cure a sick man. A friend
of the patient obtains a straight branch|
with a few leaves and twigs at tbei
end. On this he bangs a mirror of{
polished steel, and under that one of ■>
tbe sick man’s coats. Then be goeai
for a short walk, a priest In the mean
time performing a ceremony. Thsi
coat, being carried In this way, Is sup-j
posed to draw tbe disease from tbe suN
ferer.
What Be Wanted.

Irate Parent—Tell that young Softlelgh that he must cease hls visits here.
I forbid him the bouse. DaughterRut, papa, be doesn’t want the house.,
It’s me that he’s after.
At a Diuidvantaffe.
'
“I never think of business out of
business hours.”
"I didn’t either until I foui{& that li
was doing business with people who'
did.”—Exchange.
Appropriate.

“Tob, she writes advertising rhymes
for a sausage company.”
**Ab, I see; doggerel,” — Milwaukee.
Brening WIsmubId.
. ' '
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MT. HOLYOKE ALUMNAE.
STRUCK BY ENGINE.
mond 2. Hit by pitched ball, Stan
wood, Higgins 2. Struck out, by
Good 3, Bither 2, Higgins, Little Daughter of H. T. Chamberlain
Coburn Distanced by gebron in Slow Havey,
Held Their Spnng Meeting at Palmer
Vail 2, Buck, Smith, Ryan 2, Chad
Escapes With Scalp Wound.
wick 2, Hammond 3; by Hammond,
Game.
House Saturday.
Shaw, Sparks, Havey 2,
Chase.
When train 102 was crossing the
The Oolby Junior League opened Passed balls, off Dwyer 8; off Vail 2.
The spring meeting of the Maine
Maine Central bridge near the ^car State Alumnae Association of Mt.
Friday, the morning game being be Umpire, Pngsley. Time, 2 hours.
shops, Saturday afr.ernoon, the engine Holyoke College was held Saturday
tween Hebron and Oobnrn, the former
FIRE IN WOODS.
struck, but did not seriously injure, at the Palmer House, Oolby College.
winning bj a score of 21 to 2. It was
the four-year old daughter of H. T.
long, disheartening exhibition, despite
The delegates arrived on the morn
the fact that only four and one-lmlf Alann at 10.45 Saturday Morning- Chamberlain, who resides at 4 Cres ing trains and were met by Dean
Hose 2 Was on Duty.
i
cent street, in this city.
innings were actually pleycd. The
Berry, who is herself a Mt. Holyoke
The
little
girl
and
her
sister
were
following is the summary;
graduate, in the class of ’92.
The alarm from box 37 at 10.46 this
crossing the river on the bridge, when
The business meeting was called to
HEBRON,
baorning was for a fire in the woods
JJ'A engineer sftW them and promptly order at 10 a. m. The literary
on
the
Sidney
road
near
the
Webber
ab r lb lb po a e
program for the afternoon consisted
4 4 4 6 0 2 1 andPhilbrook barn.
The fire had reversed.
Shaw, t)
8 4 2 2 0 0 1 considerable headway and spread
Matthews cf
The only injury received by the of an address by the president of the
4 2 0 0 6 0 0
Dwyer, o
child was a scalp wound. Df. Boyer National Association, , Mrs. Mary
4 4 2 2 0 1 0 rapidly. Hose 2 was on duty there
Stanwood, ss
took her home and she was cared for Tuttle Bourdon Of Newton, the guest
during
the
afternoon.
4
2
2
2
1
0
0
Wheeler, rf
there.
No blame attached to any em of the Maine Association at this time;
8
1
0
0
6
0
0
Havey, lb
6 1 2 2 I'l 0
Chase, 2b
ployee of the railroad as the child was readings by Mrs. Livermore of Port
INCENDIARY AT BATH.
8 1110 0 0
Tribon, If
It is quite evident to the board of in a place where pedestralns have no land ; a talk by President White of
2 2 0 0 0 0 2
Barlow, 8b
engineers of the Bath fire department right to be. It was a miracle that the Colby, on “The Educational Law of
82 21 18 14 12 4 4 that incendiaries are getting in their accident was not fatal to both children. 1904 in Maine’’; an original poem by
Totals
Miss Julia Harris May, and music.
work, and strong proof of this was
COBURN.
THE
SOCIAL
UNION.
One of the principal subjects of
ab r lb lb po a e given about midnight Thursday when
discussion was the raising of funds
1 0 0 0 1 0 an alarm was rung in for a fire at the
Finlayson, ss
for the college library at Mt. Holyoke.
1 1 2 8 0 0 Goddard ice house on Marshall street
Hopkins, 2b
0 0 0 8 0 0 owned by the People’s Ice Company. By-laws Adopted and Nominating Mr. Carnegie has offered f6000 if the
"Welch, lb
0 0 0 0 0 1
Committee Appointed.
Cole, 8b
same amount can bo raised by sub
0 0 0 8 1 2 The fire was confined to a store house
Linscott, c
scriptions.
The following wore
The
corporation
of
the
Waterville
0 0 0 1 0 0 connected with the ice shed, and al
P. T. Ware, cf
0 0 0 0
Mower, rf
though the flames burst from several Social Union held a meeting, Wed present; Mrs. .Tnhnson and daughter
2>- 0 1 1 0
.of Augusta; Mrs. Webster, Miss
Tibbetts, p. If
portions of the little building tliey nesday evening, at City liall.
1 0 0 0 0 0
P. Ware, If, p
Emma Day and Miss Moore'- of
Frank
J.
Small,
in
behalf
of
the
were speedily stamped out.
committee on constitution and .by Gardiner; Mrs. E. S. Osgood, Miss
Totals
10 2 2 8 16 6 G
laws, made a report and the by-laws May Achorn and Miss Leila Barrett
Innings
1 2 8 4 6
DENNING OF BOWDOIN.
Hebron
4 7 1 6 4—21
as formulated by the committee were of Portland; Miss Nellie Burleigh,
Coburn
1010 x—2
Miss Sarali Lee of Waterville; Miss
Ansel
Cyrus
Denning
of
Bowdoin
I
adopted.
Two-base hit, Hopkins. Stolen
Kate
Reed of Foxcroft; Miss Alice
College
who
lowered
the
hammer
H.
O.
Libby,
of
the
committee
on
bases, Shaw, Matthews 3, Dwyer 2,
Stanwood 8, Wheeler 3, Tribou 3; record at the Worcester meet is well- membership, reported 60 new names, McDonald of Bath; Miss Mertie
Aldrich of Augusta and Dean Berry.
Finlayson, Hopkins 2.
Bases on Rnowu in Waterville. He fitted for which were accepted.
balls, off Tibbetts, 2; off Ware, 8. college at Keuts Hill. While in prep
The following nominating commit
Hit by pitched ball, Finlayson,
tee was appointed: Mrs.-Harvey D.
Shaw Struck out, by Shaw, Welch school he was recognized as a strong
GENERAL NELSON A. IvJLES.
2, Finlayson, Cole, Mower;
by man in the weight pvents and in 1900 Eaton, Jesse Stinson and H. O. Libby.
Tibbetts, Havey, Barlow; by Ware, during the interscholastic track and This committee will report a list of
Dwyer, Havey, Barlow. Passed balls, field meet in this town lie threw the' officers at the next meeting, which Veteran Commander Passed Through
by Linscott 4. Wild pitch, Shaw.
—
The City Saturday.
Umpire, Pngsley of Colby. Time, 1 16-ponnd hammer 119 feet, lOt-^ inches, will take place June 1, at 6 p.m.
The mass meeting, which is to be
thereby establishing a record among
hour and 40 minutes.
General Nelson A. Miles passed
the -preparatory schools of Maine. held at some future date, was again
through the city today in special car
postponed.
The next year he ■ put the 16-poutid
No. 666, attached to train No. 1-1, on
RICKER AND HIGGINS.
shot 38 feet and two inches. His rec
his way to BailSor, where he de
GERMS
OF
DISEASE
should
be
ord for the hammer throw has since
' promptlv expelled fiom the blood, livered the Memorial Dav oration.
Houltoa Boys Won Friday Afternoon
been broken but his shot put record i This is a time when the system is
He was met at the station here by
In Good Uontest.
still stands. Since coming to college : especiallv susceptible to them. Get
a
delegation
of veterans and appeared
The second game in the Junior he has improved greatly in both these ; rid of all impurities in the blood by
on the rear platform of the car and
Uaking
Hood’s
Sarsaparillla,
and
thus
League took place, Friday after events and made the record for the
fortify your whole body and prevent extended the right nand of fellowship
noon, between Ricker and Hip gins. hammer throw at 134 feet, 2)4 inches illness.
to a large number of people.
Ricker won out by a score of 7 to 2. at the New England intercollegiate
THE MAINE FESTIVAL.
The game was closer and more inter meet in Worcester, also the record of
esting than that of the morning, 188 feet and 10 inches made at the
The eighth season of the Maine SARAH DRUMMOND CHAMBER
considerable fine team work being a Maine intercollegiate meet in Bruns Music festival will be opened at The
LAIN.
feature. Although Higgins played an wick last June. He holds the record Auditorium, Bangor, next Thursday
Mrs. Sarah Drummond Chamberlain,
errorless game, the team failed to bat among the Maine colleges for the shot night. As usual five concerts will be widow of Thurston Chamberlain,
Good safely, except for five hits, not put at 39 feet and 10>^ inches, but given, Thursday, Friday and Satur died in Winslow, Friday, May 27,
all of which counted in the run-get his best put made in Competition is day evenings, and matinees on Friday 1904, at the age of 74 years, 6 months,
ting. Ricker, though a winner, got 41 feet, 1}4 inches which took second and Saturday. The sale of course 10 days. The funeral was held
but four hits. The summary follows: place at th Worcester meet last June. tioKets, which closed Friday evening, Sunday afternoon at 2.80 o’clock, Bev.
Defining stands high in scholarship is one of the largest in the festival’s Mr. Marsh officiating. The burial
RICKER.
and
is a strong candidate for the cap history, while the advance demand is was in the Drummond cemetery.
ab r lb po a e
0 0 0 4 0 taincy of the 1906 varsity track team. such that all indications point to an
Hammond, 8b
2 2 0 0 0 He is a member of the chapel' ohicr audience of unusual size. .As usual
Bitber, rf
THE POISON SQUAD.
0 2 4 2 8 and the" Gleeolnb, ,is a member of
Higgins, 2b
the Maine Central will offer excursion
1 1 10 0 0
Vail, o
Dr.
Wiley,
of the Agricultural De
1110 0 the class of 1906 and the Delta Kappa rates and many people from Augusta, partment, has concluded the series of
Buck, cf
2 19 0 0 Epsilon fraternity.
Smith, lb
Waterville and other Kennebec towns
experiments with salycilic, sulphuric
8 0 0 2 0 0
Ryan, ss
are
making arrangements for attend
1 1 0 0 0 0
and other acids on the members of the
Chadwick, If
PROTECT
THE
FLAG.
ing.
4 0 112 0
Good, p
poison squad -who have been shedding
The list of artists, headed by Mme.
The decision of the New York Court
their
stomachs in the cause of com
80 7 8 27 8 8 of Appeals that the law of that state Schumann Heink, the peerless contral
Totals
merce. There has been much fun had
HIGGINS.
against the desecration of " the national to includes Miss Marguerite Lemon, over the experiment and over the
ab r lb po a e flag by printing advertisements upon whose superior work during the grand paling and the sickening of the young
4 1 0 12 4 0 it is unconstitutional, based on the opera season won her praise second
Fairbrother. o
6 0
2 1 0 0 principle that the individual states only to tliat accorded the prima donna. clerks in the department, selected for
French, ss, p
the work because of their strength of
4 1
27 0 0
Carr, lb
8 0
0 0 0 0 have no authority over the national Calve, Mme. Isabelle Bouton, Miss will and stomach. But the work will
Morgan, cf
8 0 1 110 emble.m. -It strikes us thal^s drawing Frances Drinkwater, a popular Ban be of incalculable benefit to the com
Snell'i p, ss
4 0
0 lib the line pretty fine. The law does not gor singer who is gaining distinction
Hendrick, 8b
merce of the United States, and es
8 0
01 0 0
Seavey, If
through her excellent contralto, Ed
4 0
0 1 1 0 pretend to any authority over the ward P. Johnson, Edward Barrow, pecially so with reference to tne trade
Humphry, 2 b
4 0
0 0 0 0 flag, but over the things that are put
Jones, rf
in meats with Germany.
on it. But if the court is right, and of Gwilym Miles, Francis Archambault
The acids used in the first series of
Totals
84 2 6 24 7 0 course it is, congress had better settle and Hans Kronold.
experiments were found to be harm
Innings
128466789
As in former 5’ears the work of the I
the whole matter by passing a law
less,-even working to the fattening of
Ricker
40001200 x—7
covering such oases, for people do great chorus will be one of the biggest the members of the poison squad.
Higgins
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0-2
Earned runs, Ricker 4; Higgins 1. not want the flag put to any ignoble features and then here will be the
Two base hits, Vail, French. Home uses, and if the states cannot prevent Maine Symphony orchestra and Direct The last of the series with acids used
in the packing of meat for export
run, Carr. Base on balls, off Good 6;
or Chapman’s latest innovation, a
shows otherwise. The members of
Snell 1; off French 4.. Struck out, it, Congress can,-and ought to.
choir of school ohlirden numbering the poison squad have grown thin,
by Good 9; French 13. Stolen bases,
nearly 1,000 voices which will be pale, weak and decidedly sick, and
Bither, Smith, Ryan, Fairbrother,
KEEPING PROMISES.
Shell, ..Hendrick.
Wild pitches,
heard at the Saturday matinee.
that the chief of the squad should in
French 2. Passed balls, Fairbrother
The opening concert will have a sist that the boys had had enough of
2. Umpire, Pugsley.
Waterville appreciates always when program devoted to miscellaneous
the thing is not surprising. They
numbers and a performance of Gaul’s have done well for .their country, and
promises are kept.
HEBRON WmS.
Every time you read about Doan’s beautiful cantata. The Holy City. are deserving of high praise.
Hebron Academy won the ohampionKidney
Pills you are told they cure The soloists will be Mme. Maconda,
The effect on the foreign trade will
, ship of the Colby Junior League,
Mr. Barrow, Mr. Miles and Miss be beneficial. It is the intention of
every
form
of
‘kidney
ill
from
back
Saturday forenoon, in a game .that
ache to urinary disorders. How are Drinkwater. Friday afternoon’s pro the department to adopt a series of
showed Hebron invincible.
gram will be devoted to the orchestra
The 11 errors of Rioker aided mater our proihises kept? Ask any citizen with Mr. Kronold, the distinguished regulations which will prevent the
ially in tire result, together- with the who has tried the treatment. Ask the cellist, as soloist while on Friday use of deleterious acids—used on thr,
inability of the Honlton boys to hit man who makes the following state evening will borne the production of poison squad—in the packing of meats
ment :
for export, and the" last reasonable
Havey. The score:
William Chamberlain, an employe the favorite Bizet opera. Carmen, with stand of Germany against American
HEBRON.
in Brophev’s Can factory, Fairfield, Mme. Bouton, Miss Lemon, and meats will be taken away. The trade
ab r lb tb po a e now residing in Boothbay Harbor, Messrs. Johnson, Archambault and of Germanv is too valuable to bo
6 1110 0 0
Shaw, of
says: “Some time ago when in Rock Barrow as soloists. The Saturday hazarded, and, while the experiments
10 0 1
Sparks, lb
land I commenced using Doan’s matinee will be made notable by the inaugurated by Dr. Wiley were filled
0
0
0
20
Dwyer, o
8
Stanwood, ss
Kidney Pills. I bad been treated by numbers of the large chorus of school with danger to the poison squad, no
1
0 0 a doctor before who helped me some, children and by the second appearance
Wheeler, rf
permanent ill effects have come to
2
Havey, p
but he did not cure me. Backache of Miss Lemon.
the boys, the experiments being
1
Chase, 2b
The crowning event of the festival stopped in good time, but much good
developjeu so rapidly that almost be
1
Tribou, It
0
Barlow, 8b
fore I knew it the pains across the of 1904 will come on Saturday night will come to American trade and com
1
Matthews,
loins became so severe that it was when the soloist will be the greatest merce. In the meantime the poison
of living contraltos, Mme. Schumann37 9 7 10 27 1 4 painful to move about. I passed Heink, and Mr. Barrow, the English squad is recuperating at the expense
Totals
quantities of blood in the kidney
of the government, with a pleasant
BICKER.
secretions so that you may know that tenor who appears this year, for the vacation and no hurry about closing
ab r lb tb po a e my trouble was not imaginary. first time at the festival.
it.
. 4 0 0 0 1 1. 1
Good, 8b
Doan’s Kidney Pills improved my
6 0 1110
Either, rf
THE FIRST ADVERTISEMENT.
condition rapidly, now I have no
3 0 0 0 2 4
Higgins, 2b
WOMEN WHO FOOL MEN.
If an advertiser proposes to make
6 1 116 0
Vail, 0
trouble. I got another supply at
the
continuation
of
his
advertising
4 1 0 0 10
Buck, of
Dorr’s drug store since I oame back contingent on the results received “There should be a law compelling
8 0 0 0 11 0
Gmitb, 2b
here and I take a dose now and then from his first advertisment, he had women who do men’s work to either
4
0
1111
Ryan, ss
as
a preventative. There is no mis better save his money and keep out of put Mrs. or Miss before their names
0
0
11
2
0
Chadwiok, If
4 0 0 0 19
Hammond, p
take about Doan’s Kidney Pills being the game altogether. The first adver or else spell their Ohristian names in
tisement is foreiy, if ever satisfac full,” said a clerk in the office of the
a good kidney medicine.
tory. It does not arouse anybody’s
Totals
84 2 8 8 *26 1611
Plenty of just as oonvinoing proof enthusiasm and does not pay for it Oommissiouer of Jurors. “We are
*• Dwyer'hit by batted ball.
in Waterville. Call at Dorr’s drug self. In fact, it does exceedingly well constantly calling upon women for
** Stanwood batted opt of box.
■Innings
128466780
store and ask what his oustomers re if it merely exoites some curiosity. jury duty and otherwise making our
Final advertising snooess depends en selves ridioulous just because women
Hebron
00100600 8—9
port
tirely on the. good judgment of tlie
Rioker,
00000200 0—2
For sale by all dealers. Prioe 60 advertiser in adopting a plan and on insist on going down in the directories
, Earned runs, Hebron 4. Two base
bit, Havey. Three-base hit, Stan cents. Foster-Milbnm Co., Buffalo, his nossessing sufiloient money and and on the tax lisis with nothing but
wood. Saorifloe hits, uavey, Barlow. N. Y., sole agents for the United nerve to carry it out. He must not their initials.
pursue the ^staken policy of run “When I see a name ‘G. L. James,
Stolen bases,
Stanwood, Tribou, States.
ning one advertisement just to "see
Barlow, Vail, Bunk 8. Doable play,
Remember the name Doan’s _ and how it works.” It won’t “work.’’ foreman,’how I am to know that it
Hammond,
Biggins
and. Smith.
refers to Gertrude Louise James, and
—Profitable Advertising.
Bases on balls, off Havey 6, of Ham take no substitute.
COLBY JUNIOR LEAGUE.

Absolutely
Your old Range will cost you the price of a new
Quaker Range in extra fuel in a very few years.
$l.o0 and your old Range for first payment and
$1.00 a week buys a Quaker Home Range.

PROCTOR & BOWIE CO.,
At end of bridge, Winslow.

The Kind You H.avo Always Bouglit, and which has been
in u.so for over IJG years, has borne the signatiiro of
— aiul has been niadb under his personal supervision siiico its Infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you In this.
All Counterfeits, Iiiiiiatioas and “ Just-as-good” nro but
Experiiucnts that trillo with and,ciuianger tlio health of
Infants and f;hildr‘‘n—Experience against Experiment..

What is CASTORIA
Castor!?, is a liarinlcs.s stihst tiite for Ca.stor Oil, Pare
goric, l>rops and Stiotliing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neitlier Opium, J^Iorpliinc nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feveri.sliness. It cures Diarrluwa and Wind
Colie. It relieves Teething ’rrouules, cures Gonstiputiou
and Flatulency. It assiinilates tlie Food, regulates the
Stomach and I’owcis, giving liealtliy and naturai sleep.
The Children’ s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

always

Bears the Signature of

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use Fof Over 30 Years.
THC OCNTAUn COMFANV, TT^URRAV STUrCT. NCW YORK CITY*

It Will Only
Cost One Gent
to buy a postal card and send to The NewYork Tribune Farmer, New-Work City, for
a free specimen copy.
The New'-York Tribune Farmer is a Na
tional Illustrated Agricultaral Weekly for
Farmers and their families, and EVERY
issue oontaiuB matter instrnotive and enter
taining to EVERY member of the family.
The price is $1.00 per year, but if you like
it yon can seoare it with The Waterville
Mail at a bargain. Both papers one' year
only $1.26 if paid in advance.
Send your order and money to The Mail
t ervillo, Maine.

(S. A. dte A. B.
Office on Main St., Near Freight Depot.
that she is foreman of a shirtwaist
factory? Women doctors, lawyers,
stenographers and artists are partionlarly remiss in this respect. If a
woman enters herself as Jennie R.
Morse, stenographer ,we pass her up.
But if she goes down simply as J. R.
Morse, how are we going to know her
sex? Oolleotors, oauvossers and insuranoe agents tell me they are bother
ed in the same way. They spend a
good deal of time in running down a
supposed man to do business with,
only to discover that they have been
on the trail of a mannish woman. ’’

PHYSICIAN, HEAL THYSELF.

The death of Isaao H. Estey, well
known in Eastern Maine as “Dr.
Estey,” who professed the healing of
diseases by laying on of hands, recently ooourred in Cutler, despite the foot
that the genial ” doctor” liad re
peatedly informed his friends that he
would never die.

“ It was almost a miracle. Burdook
Blood Bitters cured me of a terrible
breaking out all over the body. I am
very grateful. ” Miss Julia Filridge,
West Cornwell, Conn.
J4I

M.

.■■■■, ■■■

- ’'ll.-' ■I'-iN'.J.

-M.,

A reminder of the Spanish-Amerioan
war is furnished in the news that the
Isle de Cuba, one of the Spanish
PUBLISHED WEEKL7 AT
'WaterTlIle vessels destroyed by Dewey at the
110 Maln.St
battle of Manila bay, has just been
brought to the Kittery navy-yard to be
$1.60 per year or |1.00 when paid in repaired and put in condition for
advance.
service.

who is not in the slightest degree in Every once in a while the news
terested in political slate-making, is papers record the running over of a
getting aroused and he will be heard child by some reckless automobile
from before this campaign is over.
driver. There is a sort of exhiliration
in rapid motion over the surface of
The conditions for, the local ob the earth that may easily lead to a
servance of Memorial day were well disregard of prudence. Chances are Civil War Gave Lift Toward
nigh perfect. It was not so hot as it taken in such circumstances that
Better Things For Them.
often is and there were no showers to would not be taken otherwise. Then,
Mail Publishing Company,
A enrions spectacle must have
interfere with the outdoor ceremonies. some unlucky day, one of these chances
PUBUSnERS AND PK01-BIET0H8.
presented in the Massachusettff'dlBtrmt. One of the largest crowds that have results possibly in loss of life. A
court at Waroham the other day, when over attended the exercises was present pretty good rule for the drivers of
a young, good looking lady attorney at both the outdoor and indoor ex high-speed vehicles upon roads or
One of the RuBsian gonorals lias pleaded the case of a junk dealer, ercises, and its conduct was in keeping
streets traversed by tlie general pbulic
been relieved of his command becanse accused of the larceny of a silver cake with the character of the day.
is to manage their machines as they
he fonght with too mnch desperation basket. Furtliermore, she lost her
would like others to manage tlieirs if Address at Gettysburg by Pres
on the Yaln. The czar seems to have case, which shows nngallantry some
conditions were reversed. The re
^ere
is
an
interesting
stuation
inno faith in a man who can’t retreat. where.
ident Roosevelt.
— ■—■
Interoollegiate baseball circles in collection of having been the means of
Maine where each team has the same m’aining for life, or of killing, an in
War operations in the East have The conviction of the Rev. Frank standing as every other. It is now up nocent child would be a costly price
established the fact that when a ship W. Sandford simply confirms the
Gettysburg, I’n., May 31.—On his
to Colby and Bates to fight it out, to pay for the privilege of fast riding.
strikes a submarine mine she goes opinion of the great majority of people
aud if either team can win both of the
toric
Cemetery hill, overlooking ground
down so quickly that only a part of who have been acquainted with the
two games to. be played by them it In its desperate attemp to bolster hallowed by the blood of half a hun
the men on board can be saved.
doings of the Shiloh community. will haye established a clear title to
Common sense is as much a gift of the championship of 1904. If, on the up the Oobb campaign, the Kennebec dred thousand brave iiieii and in the
The friends of Mr. Fernald won a God as any other human attribute other hand, each team wins one game, Journal continues to deceive its presence of thousands who had as
notable victory Thursday in Oakland, aud the man by whom its dictates are the entire quartette will'be again con readers by reporting every case of a sembled to pay tribute to the memory
which has been considered a safe Oobb disregarded can not long protect him- cerned and a new series of games will Oobb delegate elected and saving noth of the nation’s dead, President'Roose
stronghold. The result fhe^; simply self^from the inevitable by the as haye to be arranged, Colby ought to ing about many delegates chosen to velt delivered au address on nearly the
support his opponents. But there are
shows that when -the. trpet-^rature of sumption of extreme righteousness.
be able to do the trick of winning both a good many auti-Oobb delegates same spot where, on Nov. 19, 1803,
the Cobb campaign is sot
the
President Lincoln delivered the im
Whatever may bo the outcome of games, for she appears to be’ a little already in the field, and many more mortal address enunciating priiiciples
TOters they will have none o!^.^
better
equipped
as
to
battery
and
are to be elected before tlie date of the
the Bangor convention, the Republi
batters than is Bates. Hard practice convention. Nor is tliere wanting which have rung around the world for
can
party
of
Maine
owes
a
debt
of
Another athletic meeting between
and hard training for tlie rest of the evidence that some of ctie men .that more than a third of a century. I’resirepresentatives of England’s best gratitude to the Hon. Bert M. Fern season would come pretty near doing have been chosen as Oobb delegates deut Roosevelt said in part:
The place where we now are has won
known universities and those of Yale ald for breaking away from the the trick, in the estimation of local are beginning to feel uneasy about
chains
of
usage
that
have
bound
a
double
distinction. Here was fought
and Harvard makes an international
“fans. ”
their position as the discussion be one of the great battles of all time, and
topic of real interest. Heretofore the gubernatorial candidates in Maine
comes more general of the offensive here was spoken one of the few speech
President Rooseyelt told the stud manner in which tlie Oobb campaign es
victory has fallen to the team per- since time immemorial. Mr. Fernald
W’hich shall last through ages. As
has
had
the
boldness
to
come
out
and
ents at Groton that a boy who does
. forming on its native soil, but the rule
has been engineered and pushed long as this Republic endures or Its his
frankly
ask
the
Republicans
of
the
not possess pluck, and common sense,
might be broken this uaxt time.
state for their support for the office of and decency, is of little account in through. In ordinary circumstances a tory is known, so long shall the memory
delegate is absolutely bound by the of the buttle of Gettysburg likewise en
governor, and that without making
The Japanese .are earning their preliminary inquiry of the Republican the world, and that a man deyoid of instructions of the caucus that effects dure and be known; and as long as the
victories dearly, but are winning state committee as to whether his the same qualities is still worse. The him, but there may arise conditions English tongue is understood, so long
shall Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg
them steadily. Their bravery and candidacy would be acceptable to that deplorable feature of the case with such that a regard for the interests of speech
thrill the hearts of maukiud.
schoolboys
aud
with
college
students
skill and dash have never been sur august body or not For many years
his party demand that he should dis The civil war was a great war for
is
that
many
of
them
seem
to
have
passed, and if the' Russians are to no candidate for the Republican nomi
regard instruotions. It has become righteousness; a war waged for the no
prove the ultimate victors as most nation for governor has ventured into the idea firmly fixed in their minds planly evident that Mr. Oobb will blest Ideals, but waged also in thorough
people have assumed they might on the field in this way, and it is really that if they possess the first two quali prove the weakest candidate that the going, practical fashion. It was one
account of the vast resources of the a refreshing spectacle to see a man ties mentioned by the president, the Republican conventon at Bangor could of the few wars which mean, in their
Russian empire in fighting men, they who has the courage to come before last does not matter so much. They select among the men whom have been successful outcome, a lift toward better
will have to pay a tremendous^ price the voters and appeal for their suf Bomehosv associate the notion of being mentioned in connection with the nom things for the nations of mankind.
“decent,” in tlie sense in which Presi
This-victorious war of ours meant the
for their success.
frages on the strength of his own per dent .Roosevelt uses the term, with ination. It is poor politics to run any triumph of both liberty and order, the
such
risk
as
his
nomination
will
make
sonality, and in defiance of the Re effeminacy whereas it is n'othing of
bestowal of civil rights upon the freed
Touching the assertion that the publican state committee. Nor are the Sort. A great many American imminent and the Republican state slaves, and at the same time the stern
election of an anti-Cobb delegation in there wanting indications that this boys have the fallacious conviction committee, having in charge the inslstance on the supremacy of the na
this city is a blow to the political as method will grow in favor from this that roughness is another name for general interests of the party in the tional law throughout the length and
pirations of the Hon. W. T. Haines, time on. There is really no very good manliness, and, unfortunately for all state, might well hesitate before at breadth of the land. Moreover, this
it may be said that Mr. Haines was reason why a Republican candidate concerned, they have to wait until tempting to carry tiirongh a pro was one of those rare contests in which
not a candidate before the convention. for governor in Maine should neces they get out into the big world before gramme that, even if it should end in it was to the immeasurable interest of
If he had been the story might have sarily carry the indorsement of the they discover their mistake and real a triumph for the committee’s candi the' vanqulslied that they should losCj
while at the same time the victors ac
been quite different. Many of Mr. state committee, or th e approval of ize that one may have all the ragged date at Bangor, has yet to run the quired the precious privilege of trans
gauntlet of the people at the polls. mitting to those who came after them,
Haines’ s warmest political friends any slate-maker at the state house.
qualities of a sailor or a cowboy and
One tiling is so certain that no member as a heritage of honor forever, not only
voted for the list of anti-Cobb dele
yet be a gentleman.
of the state committee can fail to~per- the memory of their own valiant deeds,
Our esteemed but calculating con
gates. They were aiming no blow at
Our esteemed contemporary at Au oeive it, and this is that the nomina but the memory of the deeds of those
Mr. Haines in so doing but were temporary, the Kennebec Journal,
registerng their protest against the which has been rather silent of late gusta gives up nearly a column of its tion of either of Mr. Oobb’s opponents ji’ho, no less valiantly and with equal
manner in which Mr. Cobb’s candi respecting the Republican gubernator space Saturday to an effort to con would make sure of one of the largest sincerity of purpose, fought against the
dacy has been exploited by the Re ial campaign, has another outburst in vince its readers that the Republican Republican majorties that Maine has stars in their courses. The war left
publican state committee and its this morning’s issue. Its contribu state comihittee has not been in the rolled up for years. It is due the to us all, as fellow-countrymen, ns
brothers, the right to rejoice that the
tion to the discussion heretofore has habit of dictating nominations, and party in the year of a presidential Union
agents.
has been, restored In indestructi
campaign
that
such
a
candidate
should
been confined practically to a pathetic recalls the fact that in 1888 there was
ble shape in a country where slavery
be nominated, and not a man who is no longer mocks the boast of freedom,
Is it possible that Mr. Cobb is to be cry that Mr. Oobb’s opponents] <^ere a sharp contest which resulted in the
unknown to the general body of and also the rlglit to rejoice ■with exul
In
choice
of
Governor
Burleigh,
abasing
him.
Now
it
shitfs
the
repudiated in his own county? The
voters, and whose nomination is to be tant pride in the courage, the self-sacri
town of Union, as we unqerstand it, ground of its grievance a bit by that campaign, says the Journal, the
most
hard fought in the towns of his fice, and the devotion, alike of the men
were
members
of
the
state
committee
alleging
that
the
opposing
newspapers
is about the first town in that county
county where record of public service who wore the blue and the men who
divided
in
their
preferences,
and
it
have
been
abasing
Mr.
Oobb’s
sup
to elect delegates to the Bangor con
wore the gray. —
is best known.
vention, and those delegates, . right porter's. Now this would undoubtedly is undoubtedly correct on that point.
But the soldiers who won at Gettys
But
it
is
to
be
noted
that
sixteen
years
be
a
serious
offense,
if
it
had\
really
In Mr. Cobb’s own bailiwick, were
burg,
tbe soldiers who fought to a finish
THE SITUATION.
instructed for Mr. Fernald by the been committed, in the eyes of the have rolled by since that memorable
the civil war and thereby made their
campaign
and
in
all
those
years
the
Although there is little energy in countrymen forever their debtors, have
overwhelming vote of 63 to one. Journal, because to it and to the Re
This must be taken as an example of publican state committee, and the rank and file of the Repubicau party the speculative temper, there is left us far more even than the memories
that the disposition to look of the ■war itself. The crisis which
that popularity among the voters in coterie of Republican officials in their in Maine have done little else except evidence
on the brighter side of things is in they faced was to determine whether
to
ratify
the
preliminary
choice
of
the
sung
offices
at
the
state
house,
the
the small towns which the Kennebec
creasing. For a long while bearish
Journal alleges that Mr. Cobb enjoys candidacy of Mr. Oobb is almost a Republican state committee, until ness has been in fashion and the list or not this people was fit for self-govern
ment and therefore fit for liberty.
80 generally. It would be a curious sacred thing, to be touched or referred the present campaign. Assertions by of market uncertainties has been re
hearsed ad nauseam; meanwhile, dull
the
Journal
that
the
members
of
the
to
not
lightly
or
harshly.
The
suc
condition of affairs if the Rockland
ness has. met with firmness, and the
Tbe lessons they taught us are les
candidate siiould fail to carry his cess of Mr. Oobb means a good deal state committee have been some times trend of the very narrow market 'has sons as applicable in our everyday lives
to
all
these
interests
and
it
is
no
for
one
candidate
and
sometimes
for
been aa much upward as. downward. now as in the rare times of greatStress.
own county in the caucuses. Nobody
expects that he would be able to carry wonder that they shrink when his another have no force in the ears of The market leadeis are still content The men t\'ho made this field forever
with maintaining the status quo, and
it at the polls. There is food for re candidacy aud the methods by which men who know that whatever may try equally to repress enthusiasm aud memorable did so because they com
it
has
been
fostered
get
talked
about,
liave
been
the
preference
of
inaividual
bined tbe power of fealty to a lofty ideal
flection for thoughtful Republicans in
to thwart bear attacks.
not violentlv or venomously, bat just members of the committee, the com Hesitation is' natural in a presi with the power of showing tlmt fealty
these facts.
plainly and truthfully. A great deal mittee Itself has acted as a unit in dential year aud while the crop out in hard, practical, common-sense fash
The caucus of Thursday evening of intricate political bargaining lias dictating gubernatorial nominations, come remains uncertain. Daring the ion. They stood for the life of effort,
last week or two, however, decidedly not the life of ease. The men who be
developed a sharp contest between the been done on the strength of Mr. just as it has attempted to do in the optimistic
crop reports have come out
Oobb and auti-Oobb forces, in. which Oobb’s .selection and his failure to campaign now on. The party has of the West as to the condition of all lieved that the civil war would be ended
the latter proved the stronger ;^by a win the nomination at Bangor means been so strong in the state that it has grains, aud from this early date there in 90 days, the men who cried loudest
decisive majority. The defeat in this trouble and danger for many amoi- been able to endure this sort of tiling is the promise of at least average “On to Richmond," if they had the right
on the whole. The assuaance stuff in them speedily learned their er
city is a hard blow to the Oobb inter tions politicians, who have hitherto without endangering its existence crops
of such harvests is all that is needed ror; and the war was actually won by
ests, not only because of the loss of been able to carry out their plans by tlieteby, but such high-handed pro td maintain existing confidence aud those who settled themselves steadfast
eleven delegates that had been reck aute-conyeution agreements. There ceedings with the strength of the two prosperity.
ly down to fight for throe years, or for
oned in the Oobb column as absolutely is hardly a state official in Maiiio that parties anywhere nearly evenly bal The falling off in railroad earnings ns much longer as the war might last,
is made much of by tlie bears, but and who gradually grew to understand
sure, but because of the moral effect would sleep a wink the night follow anced would have brought disaster with
little markec effect. In the first
of disaster to the Oobb campa'gn at a ing the nomination of either Mr before now. Again, whatever the place, losses in gross earnings muoli that the triumph would come, not by a
prominent aud important point. Taken Fernald, or Colonel Prescott. Is not state committee may have done in tlie heavier than those now being record single brilliant victory, but by a hun
in couneotiou with the loss of territory this fact rather suggestiye to the com past has only a remote bearing upon ed, were long since discounted in dred painful and tedious campaigns;
prices. Furtliermore, there and the final victory W'as due to the
in near proximity to Mr. Oobb’s own mon, every-day voter who is not in the situation today, aud the Journal, security
has developed a tendency to save a deeds of all who played their iiarts well
home, it means a turning in the tide. terested in political machinery that even impelled b.y its almost frantic larger pro^rtion of gross in net,
and manfully. In the scores of battles.
Hitherto towns have elected Oobb involves Whee’s within wheels, aud desire to see the Oobb movement through rigid economy.
The situation as a whole is much In the countless of skirmishes. In march,
delegates because the state committee s'till more wheels almost beyond the successful, does not undertake to deny
sounder
today, on the present sober in camp, or In reserve, as commissioned
made arrangements to that end and limit of computation? Why should that the Oobb campaign was insti basis, than
it was in the exuberant officers, or In the ranks—wherevdr and
whatever opposition to that pro these officials and why should the gated aud has been managed in its days of 1902. Good judges believe whenever duty called them. Just so
gramme may have been felt by self- esteemed Journal be so anxious lest the every phase by the state committee. they discern every underlying in It must be for us in civil life. We can
respecting voters lias been without Republlean nomination should go to Mr. Oobb is in the field, or at least dication of a general revival in the make and keep this country worthy of
and there are numerous signs the men who gave their lives to save It,
organization aud, therefore, ineffec absolutely clean, upright, able aud occupies his present position in the fall,
that the largest financial interests are only on condition that the average man
tive. It is a noteworthy fact, how worthy men like Mr Fernald or Col field, as the result of argeement^nnder- accumulating stocks on all weak
ever, that whenever a sharp contest onel Prescott, against whose private, taken by the state committee, or its spells. The investor who makes among us on tlie whole does his duty
has been developed, and tiie merits or public, or polirical record there secretary, or some other person money al\yays precedes the general bravely, loyally, and with common
public in getting into the mar sense. In whatever position life allots
of the case have been thoroughly dis has never been breathed even the authorized to aqt for it, by virtue of ket.—Oorey,
Milliken & Go’s Market to him.
cussed, the Oobb managers have uni suspicion of wrong-doing? It has inr which Mr. Oobb was to receive the Letter.
It was because you men of the civil
formly suffered defeat. Such was deed come to a pretty pass if the nomination this year aud be renomi
war both knew how to use liberty tem
the case in Skowhegau where a little nomination of such men as these to nated, two years hence. After Oobb
perately and how to defend it at need
plain speaking oouceriiiug Mr. Oubb’s the office of governor is not only not was to come another aspiring politi
that we and our children and ourchllflren’s children shall hold you in honof
candidacy was suffioient to bring about welcome but is absolutely obnoxious cian from the Penobscot region, and
forever.
the election of an auti-Oobb delega to the Republican state committee, after four years of him Kennebec was
Above all we meet here to pay homage
tion ; in the town of Ohinu the same and to its subservient organ at Au to have its cum again. It would all
to
the officers and enlisted men who
eimple method resulted in the choice gusta. The Journal still weakly be laughabl^f it were not so outDON'T DELAY
served and fought and died, without
of a Fernald delegation; aud in Water- clings to its hope of seeing the Cobb rageons tha|a programme could be
having, as their chiefs had, the chance
ville, despite the must desperate nomination made on the first ballot at thus mapped out by a [little group of
to write their names on the tablets of
efforts of the local Oobb managers Bangor, but the Cobb managers would politicians, to cover a period of twelve
fame; to the men who marched and
assisted by the state committee or be mightily relieved if they could be years without a thought on anybody’s
fought In the ranks, who were burled
ganization, the Oobb oanse went to lieve that this will happen. They part that it was necessary or even
In long trenches on the field of battle,
who died In cots marked only by num
the wall in the face of the determined know, as all well informed political essential to nonsuit he general body
bers in the hospitals; who, If they lived,
action of aroused voters. ''^Tbe move observers know, that the tide is al of voters as to what their choice
when the war was over, went back each
ment in behalf of the Rockland man ready setting away from Cobb, that might possibly be. Perhaps the es
to his task on the farm or In the town,
prospers in towns where the state he is gaining nothing that was not teemed Journal may intimate that
to fill duty in peace as he had done It in
It
Ourei
Coldi,
committee and their local allies are oounted for him beforehand and that these things ore,not facts, but if so it snzs. Whooping
War; to take np the threads of his work
A
certsin
cure
allowed to carry out their plans un he is meeting with losses where his will not be dififioult to offer oonviuc•nd a lure roller la advanced'aUcee. Uee at onca. ing life where be had dropped them
opposed ; elsewhere it meets with the' managers confidently Iboked for Oobb iug proof by still farther partionlar- You
........................................toctaft
will foe the excellent eSect after taUng
jng the when the trumpets of the nation notl'Hl
flrtt doee. Sold by dealers everywhete. Carn
defeat that it deservea
, delegates. The plain, qnlet voter, iziug.
to arms.
bottles W cents and 60 centa
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NATIONS OFMANKIND.

DUTIES IN TIMES OF PE4CE.

DO YOU i

Couch
S

BALSAM

Miss Whittakec, a prominent
club woman of Savannah, Qa.»,
tells how she was entirely cured'
of ovarian troubles by the use
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.
Dear Mrs. Putkham t — I heartil3r
recommend Ijydia 13. Pinkliaiii’s ■“
Vegetable Compound as a Uterine
Tonic and Regulator. I suffered for
four years with irregularities and
Uterine troubles. No ono but thosa
who have experienced this dreadful
agony can form any idea of the physi
cal and mental misery tliose endure
who are thus afflicted. Your Vege- ■
table Compound cured mo within
tliree months. 1 was fully restored to
health and strength, and now my
periods are regular and painless.
What a blessing it is to be able to
obtain such a remedy when so many
doctors fail to help you. . Lydia 13.
Plnkbam’s Vegetable Compound
is better than any doctor or medicine
I ever had. Very truly yours. Miss
Easy Whittaker, 604 39th Sk, W.
Savannah, Ga.’’ — t'sooo forfeit If original of'
above letter proving genuli
genuineness cannot be producede
___ testimon
Tlie
testimonials which we
are constantly publishing from
grateful women prove beyond a
doubt tbe power of Lydia E.
Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound
to conquer female diseases.

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY or KKNNEBEC, S8.

Mny 23,1904.
TAKKN tills 23r<l day of May, 1904, on excoutlon dated the IStli day of Mav, I9(I4, Usurd
on a Jiiiignient rendered by the Superior Court,
for the County of Kennebec, at the term thereof
begun and hefd on the lirst ’Tuesday of April.
1!M')4, to wU, on the 14th day of May, 1904, In
fiiTur of Naenin Cleaves of Oakland, ngalnst
Ucorgo 11. Powell, of said Oakland, for one
hundred twenty-nine dollars and sovcnty-nlno
cents (*l2«.’i9), debt or damage, and eleven
dollars and twenty cents ($1120), costs of suit,
and will bo sold tit public auction, at the ofllco
of Brown ,t Biown, In Watervllle,'Kennebec
County, to the hlaheet bidder, on tlie 2fitli day
of June, 1904, at 10 o'elocK a. m., tbe following
....................................................................
... and
described
real estate and all llie rixlit. <ltle
lutorcst wliieli the said Ucorue H. Powell has
ami had In and to the same on the second day of
January, at 1 60 o’clock In the altcrroon, the
tlinc when the same was attached on the writ In
the same auli, to wit:
A certain piece or parrel oflaml siluatod In
Oakland, Kennebec County, bounded and doscrllicd as follows: Lying upon the south side
of the Logging Road, so (allied. In said Oakland,
and hounded on the cast by land of Aurin Kills;
tlienco along on said Kilts’s line nine and one
halt (9K) rods to the west corner of n largo,rock
In a fence; tlienee in a straight hue from the
rock In itio fence of Aurin Kills to a rock in tbe
r.ad fence; containing one-fourth oi an acre
......................bu.....................
more or less;
with the building- thereon; also.
A ccrttiln niece or parcel ol land situated In
Oakland andTb
bounded
.................................
and dcscrlliod as-follows:
On the north by the Mutton Hill lioad, sn call
cd. In Oakland; on iliosouth by land formerly
owned by Jason ll. Bickford; on the cast by
land of LcssCer Knox; and on the west by land
of Tliomus Warden; containing fifty acres more
or loss.
3-3wk8. COLBY GKTCHELL, Deputy Sheriff..

HER LIFE CRUSHED OUT.
Naval Constructor Operated Automo
bile Which Killed a Child.
Boston, May 31.—Marlon Holder, the
6-year-old daughter of Herbert A.
Holder, an electrician, was run over
aud fatally injured by an autoiuohiloyesterday and lust night Lieutenant
Commuiidcf E. II. Scribner, a naval
constructor in the fiilted States navy,
the owner and operator of the automo
bile, was arrested on u charge of man
slaughter. He was later released in
bonds of If.'KMJO.
Accounts of the accident vary. Thepolice clalni that the number of the autoniohile, 406T, was what connected
Scribner with the accident. Scribner,,
however, says (hat he remnined at thescene of the nccldeiit for more than half
an hour, that i;o police were about, and
that he finally gave his name aud ad
dress to a motorinun of an electric car
that was near by.
\
Mr. aud Mrs. Holder and their three
children, two hoys and the little girl
who was Ivilh'd, were alighting from a
car. The paVents and the two boys
reached the sidewalk In safety, but the
little gli-1 was struck by the automobile,
which had been following the car and
was trying to puss It. 'J'he child was
knocked down and the wheels passed
over her body. She died within 20 min
utes.
Scribner resides in Lowell, but is sta
tioned In this city. He was arrested In
Lowell last night by Inspector McGarr
of the Boston police department. With
him in tbe machine at tlio time of tbe
accident were Ills three sous.
HARD ON THE BOOKIES.
New York, Mny 31.-L. V. Bell’s
Glorltler, 4 to 5 favorite, won the Hud
son stakes for 2-year-old8, the feature
of the card at Gravesend. Diamond, an
added starter, was second, and Veto
third. Despite the fact that Glorlfler
was asked to pick up 125 pouuds the
majority of tho 46,000 persons placed
their money on the Bell horse., Tbe
“books" received a bard blow, as six
favorites and a heavily played second
choice won.
POISONED BY CANNED PEAS.
New York, Mny 81.—Qulsseppe Obrnco, his wife, bis daughter and two
sons, had a can of green peas for sup
per last Friday. A short time later
they 'tvero all taken violently 111. Satur
day night tbe elder son died, yesterday
the daughter died, and the other son
la beyond help. The parents may re
cover.
_____________

j »II, 1141,1 (11,41,111,1*1

Hair Vigor
A splendid dressing for the hair,
keeping it soft and glossy. It
prevents splitting at the ends,
and cures dandruff. iowe^f.MS?;:

LOCAL NEWS.

THE CARNEGIE LIBRARY.
Comer Stone to be Laid June 8—The
. Programme.

SCHOOL CENSUS.

DEVOID OF OSTE.NTATION.

But 2973 Children of School Age—
Loss of 671.

Blloncc P-irvndod Honver Valley While
Qiuy's I'liiionil Occurred.
Beaver, I’n., Mn.v 81.—Carrying out
Senator Ouay’s dying request that
there would be no o.stenintlon in coiiiieetloii with the funeral coiiipelled the
refusal of a reciuest by the .Masons for
a Masonic funeral.

The following report has been handed
to Supt. Wyman by Prank J. Small,
Esq., who took the school census
recently:
Waterville, Me., May 28, 1904.
To the Superintendent of Schools,
Waterville:
I submit the following brief report
of my canvass of the oity for scholars:
Last year 8648 names were reported,
while this year I have but 2973 to re
port, a difference of 671 in favor of
last year.
The revision of the statute excludes
all persons between the ages of four
and five and all persons coming from
other places to work. Th e first restrlotion cuts the number down some
thing over one-seventeenth. I am
unable to tell how much the second
cuts it down, but have found very
many non-resident minors working
here.
There are some figures in the list of
last year to which I would respectfully
call your attention. Although the
number reportea on the fly leaf is 8648
I can And but 8693 names recorded in
the cook. One-seventeenth of 8693 is
211 6-71, the average per year, and
counted on the list 814 reported to be
four years old, or 1021 1-17 more than
the average; and 374 reported to be 20
years old, or 8211 -17 more than the
average.
I leave these figures without com
ment, excei’.t tliat in my canvass found
no such preponderance ot flve-yearsolds and found less tnan the average
ot persons 20 years old, as would nat
urally be expected.
Respectfully,
FRANK J. SMALL.

As Dr. E. L. Jones is to be away
The programme for laying the corner
for a week his office will be closed for
stone of the Carnegie Library, Wednes
that tinae.
Harold Mitchell got the five pound day, June 8, 1904, has been issued by
box of Fenway oanrty at the Simpson the committee in charge and is as
folows:
Drug Store, Saturday.
The following people will please
Ohas. MoGann and Ohas. Meador assemble at the Library Grounds and
went fishing Monday to a brook in take seats upon the floor of the build
Albion and brought back 36 beauties. ing before 3 o’clock:
The Members of the City Government
Little Roy, 8>^ years old, of the The Trustees of the Waterville Free
Library
Children’s Theatre, Boston, has been
secured and will appear at every per The Trustees of the Carnegie Library
The Clergymen o^ the Oity
formance of ‘' Parade. ’ ’
The Officers of the Board of Trade
Mgr. Wing has had a crew of work The Ex-Presidents and Ex-vioe Presid
ents of the Board of Trade i
men installing a telpehcue at the
The School Teachers from all the
secretary’s office at the fair grounds.
schools of the oity
A central station will be put in later. Tlie Faculty of Colby College
Mrs. E. J. Clark and Miss Lon The Principal ana Assistants of Coburn
Classical Institute
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Wilcox, Mr. and The Representatives of the Press
Mrs. Charles Davis and Mr. and Mrs. The soiiools of the city and the paroB. P. Buck were at Great Pond for , chial school will be closed for the
afternoon.
the day Monday.
All the scholars of the public schools
Col. C. A. Leighton and wife and who are to take part in the parade
ohaufl’eur came throngli to this city will meet on the grounds of the High
building at 1.80 o’clock, and
from Tliomaston today in tlieir Wilton school
will be under tlie command of a
tonring oar. They made the run in ^ marshal and assistants.
less tlian four hours.
| The march will be led by Hall’s SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY.
Military Band, across School street to
The following young ladies from the ! Eim,
up Elm to the Catholic church,
L. H. Soper Co. ’s store were in Port where the division will be joined by Cobum Classical Institute to Have
land Monday: Miss Bertrand, Miss the scholars from the parocliial school,
Celebration June 24.
Buck, Miss Celia Larkin, Miss Wy-, forming the second division, under
the
command
of
Willie
Ranoourt;
The
seventy-fifth
anniversary of the
man. Miss Taylor and Miss Dustie.
j Arthur Grondin, and Joseph Marquis,
founding
of
the
Coburn
Classical In
The now automobile that lias appear assistants.
'
ed on the street is owned by Frank B. | The march will then be resumed to stitute will be celebrated on Friday,
Library grounds, where the comp June 24.
Webber. It is a magnificent machine, the
any will ’take seats provided.
From 1829 to 1866 as 'Waterville
but the classic term "big red devil’’ |
CEREMONIES.
Academy, from 1860 to 1888 as Waterdoes not apply to it. Its color is a
E. T. Wyman Presiding Officer.
yille Classical Institute, and from 1888
pleasing shade of dark green.
Singing by the Scholars, Selected
Instructor, Miss Lillian Berry to 1904 as Coburn Classical Institute,
You can have a shirt waist, or suit, j
Prayer
Rev. Narcisse Oharlaud the school has had a notable record.
kimono, or wrapper, out free of charge
Selection
Hall’s Military Band The anniversary exercises will occur
at Soper & Co. ’s store this week ty Delivering Implements
of Construction
just buying the material. The Milli S. S. Brown, President Carnegie Li at the Baptist church in the afternoon
and will consist of an oration, poem
brary Trustees
gan Bros, are to-be at the store for one •
and
two historcal papers, all by grad
Response
and
placing
of
tlie
Corner
week, and they are professionals in |
uates of the school. Following the
Stone
this line of work.
; Dennis E. Bowman in behalf of the
formal exercises will be held a recep
Mayor
Mr. Marcellus Small of Vassalboro
tion of graduates and former pupils at
has been selected as superintendent of ^ Raising the American Flag by Philin the City hall, atfer which will occur
Foster
and
singing
the
"Star
. the Central Maine Fair grounds and Spangled -Banner’’ by the School the dinner at the Armory. After the
began his • duties this morning. |
Children and the audience, dinner there will be speeches by
accompanied by the baud
He will keep the track in repair and;
Mrs. Martha Baker Dunn prominent alumni and others. All
have general charge of the grounds Poem
Read by Mrs. F. W. Johnson who have ever attended the school are
during the season.
Historical Address
cordially invited to attend all these
W. J. Lanigan of tliis oity anu W. Rev. Edwin Cary Whittemore, D. D. exercises. It is hoped that the occas
Address
Professor A. J. Roberts ion may be one of glad reunion and
M. Shaw of Greenville lett Monday Benediction
Rev. E. L. Marsh
for Richmond, \V. Va., where they
Should it rain on this date, June that a large number may be present to
will investigate the latest methods in 8th. the ceremony will be postponed share in the pleasures and to contri
log hauling and other departments of until the next fair day.
bute to the success of the anniversary.
Frank Bediugton,
lumbering. They will also visit the
As no complete list of the graduates
E. L. Jones,
lumbering districts of the North West.
and former pupils is available, it is
M. S. Goodrich,
Oommittee in Charge inevitable that manv shoulcT fail to
Mr. S. L. Berry will leave the first
receive formal invitation. It is desired
ot the week on a cor’bined business
BASEBALL NOTES.
that those receiving this notice com
and pleasure trip to the St. Louis
Capt. Clarkson’s men gave a splendid municate it to others of their acExposition^ On the way out he will exhibition
ot stick work in the game
visit Montreal, Toronto, Niagara Falls with Colby played Saturday afternoon quaintanee who have been pupils of
and Chicago. Ho will be in St. Louis" on Soldiers’ field, and their 18 hits the school.
Frederick C. Thayer,
about two weeks and returnina he will with a total of 16 enabled the Crimson
tossers to score a 7 to 0 victory
Edwin C. Whittemore,
visit Indianapolis, Washington, Phila ball
over the Maine collegians.
Franklin W. Johnson,
delphia and New York.
It was the first game this season in
For ■ the Trustees.
Elwood T. Wyman,
The Bridgton news says of Rev. which all of the Harvard men went at
the ball with determination, and
Albert F. Drummond,
C. W. Bradlee’s lecture, "Masks and Clarkson
was well pleased with their
Horatio B. Dunham,
Faces:’’He was greeted by a large successful efforts. Eernan, Fisohel,
Henry C. Prince,
audience, as he always is when he ap Matthew's and Carr each connected
Annie G. Dorr,
Emily E. Plaisted,
pears before a Bridgton audience. for two hits, while the other members
of the team were credited with one
Carroll N. Perkins,
The lecture was a happily conceived apiece.
For the Alumni.
discourse and abounds in excellent Clarkson did the box work for Har
lessons and practical suggestions. vard and he made the visitors feel
COURT NEWS.
Mr. Rradlee delievers this lecture at; rather small, 18 batters being retired
Six
drunks
were brought before the
on
strikes.
Quigley
caught
the
Crim
the Methodist ohnroh, June 6th.
son captain and backed him up clever court Tuesday. In two cases the
As the "scoot” was pulling into the ly. Not a single player was hit or mittimus were suspended, but in the
station Saturday
from Oakland, passed to first, as Clarkson had perfect other four they were fined and com
the horse belonging to the Waterville control.
The batting order was given a good mitted in default of payment.
Tallow Co., which was hitched by a shaking up Saturday, and it seemed to W. A. Barry on a search and seizure
weight near the platform, got fright benefit the team. Greeuough went up process, trial was waived, sentenced
ened and started on a lively pace first and Eernan and Fisohel batted I $100 and costs and sixty days. He apand third, respectively. Mc
down the line dragging the weight second
Carty was tried out in centre field, I pealed and gave bonds. F. W. ^air.
which Kept pulling him around so but did not have a single chance in Esq., appeared for the respondentT”
that he made a circle around the train. that territory.
Colby was unable to get a man be
The front wheels came in contact
HINCKLEY,
yond second base. Clarkson did some
with a switch and bent the same and fine
Mr. Will Totman has reoentlly
pitching on two occasions, when, treated
his buildings to a new coat of
sprnng-^he axle. The horse was stop with men on first and second, he re
white paint.
ped betorc any other damage was done tired, the side on strikes.
The visitors -conueoted for six
Miss Sadie Burrill has been visiting
singles, but they were well scattered. at Mr. Will Totman’s the past few
Cowing distinguished himself by days.
CENTRALS, 22; CENTRAL JRS., 6.
twice hitting safe, and Coombs felt
Miss Flora Langley is teaching on
The Centrals won from the Central elated when he stuck Clarksm out the
otlier side of the river and boards
Jra Monday in a loosely played game early in the game.
at Manley Holt’s.
The
features
were
the
hitting
of
the
on the Juniors’ part. Henry Vashion Harvard men, the pitching of Clark Arthur Totman will not move onto
was in the box for the Centrals and son, the base stealing of Fisohel and this side of the river at present.
pitched good ball, striking out 14 men. the fielding of Craig, Beynolds,
Mrs. E. C. Joy visited in Waterville
He also received good support. Three Coombs and Clarkson.—Boston Globe. last Friday.
pitchers were used against the'* Cen
There was a piano recital by the
BIG MAIL CONTRACT.
trals, each being batted easily.
Walton sisters of Skowhegan at the
The
post-office
department
at
Wash
The following is the lineup:
Byerson building at Good Will last
Centrals: Lessor, o; H. Yqstiion, p; ington has received bids for carrying Friday afternoon.
Green lb; E. Lashus, 2b; Power, 3b; the mails from Yaldez to Tanana,
Mr. Ed Caine has recently completed
Nadeau, ssT J. Lastius, If; Thibldcau, Alaska, by way of Fairbanks and a hay barn on the back part of his
Cheua, a distance of 620 miles and farm which is 40 by 62 and 20 foct
of; Pelletier, it.
liosted. It will hold one hundred
Juniors: Green, o; Roy, p and ss; back, from October 1 to May 81, each tons of hay and will be a great help
G. Pooler, lb; F. Vashion, 2t; C. year, from next October to May 31, in the haying season. As Mr. Caine
Yashion, 8b; Nadeau, ss and p; Carey, 1906. The contract doubtless will be is one of our most extensive and
let to Oscar Foote and Joseph F. enterprising farmers, he will make his
If; Yasliion of and p; Latlip, rf.
hay when the sun shines and house it
Buns made by Lessor, 8; H.^Vasbion, Grant, of Alaska, whose bid, $31,946 near at hand.
a
year,
or
$1,873
a
round
trip,
was
the
8; B. Green, 2; E. Lashus, 1; A.
Pooler, 8; Nadeau, 1; J. Lashus 8; lowest. The only other bid was the home of Mr. gi
James Tattle.
Thibideau, 4; Pelletier, 8; Boy, I; G. $60,400 a year, or $3,160 a round trip,
Miss
Netty
Holway
of Madison
Pooler, 3; C. Vasliion, 1: Carey, 1; submitted by the Northern Commercial visited at Mr. Palmer’s over Sunday.
Latlip, 1. Struck out by Yashion, 14; Company, of San Francisco. The con Mr. Geo. Cayford and eon, Chester,
by Boy, 1; by Nadeau, 2. Bases on tract is one of the largest undertak are at work in a saw mill at So.
balls by Yswhion, 8; by Boy, 2; Nad- ings in fthe Alaskan service. The Gardiner.
schedule calls for twenty days’ run
ean, 1; F. Yashion.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Huntoon of
ning time each way, with a maximum Norridgewook visited at Mr. Bert
I
weight of mail of four pounds each Ames’ recently.
BAIT FOB THE TOURIST.
single trip.
Mr. Carl Holt and wife visited in

Programme For the Day In Waterville
Passed Off Without a lIitch=“SpIendid
Weather Brought Out Large Crowds.
The programme for Memorial Day
exercises in this oity went off without
a hitch Monday. The weather was
fine and in consequence large crowds
were in attendance. The electric
roads hauled large numbers from
Fairfield and Oakland. As usual the
graves of veterans in Winslow were
decorated by W. S. Heath Post in tlie
morning, accompanied by a detail from
Co. H and Hall’s hand. In the after
noon came tlie narade and exorcises
here beginning at 1.30 o’clock.
The line was formed on Main street
with the right resting nn Silver,
under the direction of H. 0. Proctor,
the marshal, and tn the following
order: Marshal, H. O. Proctor.
Aides, Harry L. Bates and Tiumpeter
Burgess of Company H, represent
ing the Spanish War Veterans.
Platoon of Police,
■ Patrolmen Field, Monroe, Proulx
and Taylor,
Company H,-.Seoond Begimeut Infan
try, N. G. S. M.,
Captain E. H. Besse.
Assistant Marshal, J, K. Pollard
Hall’s Military Band, B. B. Hall,
Leader.
W. S. Heath Post, G. A. B.
Garfield Camp, Sons of Veterans.
Bayard Cempany, Uniform Bank,
A. O. U. W.
Canton Halifax, I. O. O. F.
Veterans in carriages.
Clersymen in carriages.
W. S. Heath Post, Woman’s Belief
Corps, in carriages.
Flower teams.
Spanish War Veterans
Firemen.
School boys
Members of City government in car
riages.
The line of march was as follows:
Down Silver to Sherwin, to Summer,
to Pine Grove cemetery.
There were nearly 300 men on the
march, on foot or on horseback, and,
including all who had a place, about
400 in line. E. W. Allen and H. W.
Pollard, mounted, acted as aides for
Bayard Company and J., C. Clifford,

also mounted, for the A. O. U. W.
The Spanish War Veterans were all
mounted and rlioro were 21 of them,
under tlie command of Sergeant
Tulip, wlio is in the oity on recruit
ing duty. They were dressed in a
kahki uniform witli tlie regulation
oamimign hat.
Tlie parade was excellent. The old
vets of W. S. Heath Post and the Sons
of Veterans made a fine showing. Co.
H appeared on the street for the first
time, except for prnftieo,anfi made a
good impression as did the firemen
and others in line. The'boys from the
giTAV.
public schools were out in force and
The body remained In the senator’s
were no siiiaU feature of the jinrade. bedroom wluire bediei. nnlll this morn
The exercises at the cemetery con ing. when It was cm nod to tin* First
sisted only of a prayer by Rev. A. G. Pn'sbyteriau chnreh in charge of I’ost
Pettingill and the decoration of tho 478, (J.
It., of w hlcn .Senator <}uay
graves which was done by squads in WHS a member, where it lay In state.
The ehnreh was cleared .shortly after
response tq angle calls.
The line then reformen and marohea noon and the funeral services were
up Summer to Gold, to Silver, to Elm, conducted by Kev. .1. S. Itamsi'y of tho
First I’l'esbytcrian church, assi-,tcd by
to Monument Park where G. A. B. Rev.
Appleton Bash of the Methodist
services were hold. The lino then Episcopal chnreh.
marched to Main, down Main to the
During the hours of the funeral not
hall wheie it was dismissed. Supper a wheel turned in the mills and fac
wasuerved in G. A. R. hall by the tories in the Beaver \allcy, and note
Belief Crops.
store or shop was open. .Many |ilnces
In the evening oanio the closing ex ol business were draped in blaik. The
ercises of the day at City hall, in the street cars of the Beaver I'alley Trac
presence of a large audience. F. D. tion comiinny ran slowiy aial not a gong
Lnut presided and the opening pray« r I»,wus sounded. During tin' funeral the
ears were stopped and (‘ft standing In
was made by Rev. E. L. Marsh. A the street.
selection was then sung by a chorus of
BA.NK TBEASritEU KILLED.
school children under tho direction of
Miss Lillian Berry. Doctor E. L.
East .lalTrcy, N. IL, .May 8L—(Miarlee
Jones was introduced to speak in be
It. Kittr(‘dg(“, treasurer of the Monohalf of Mayor Cyrus W. Davis who nocU savings bank of this town, while
was obliged to bo out of town on busi on the way from his home to the bank,
ness.
stoppl'd in'iir a lleid where boys wore
C. H. Nelson, commander of W. S. playing ball, and In dropping his satchel,
Heath Post then road tho G. A. R. which contained a revol\(‘r. for tho
ritual as prescribed by the general purpose of catching a lly, thV weapon
orders and another selection was was discharged. Tin' bullet entered his
rendered by tho children. Lincoln’s right side, causing death.
speech at Gettysburg was recited im
ouKto.msky not IIANOKD.
pressively by Burr F. Jones of Colbv.
Berlin, Maj’ 8L—The correspondent
The orator of the evening, Herbert
C. Libby of this oity, was then in- of The Lokal .inx.eigerat .st. Petersburg
trodneed. Mr. Libby gave a scholarly telegratihs. that Rear Adjniral Prince
address which received tho hearty Oliktomsky wlio, It was reported, had
been hangod for treason at Port Ar
commendation of all who heard it. thur,
Is really now in 8t. Petersburg.
After a selection by the band tho bone- He was recalled, sulferlng from
diction was pronounced by Rev. E. L. nervous strain. 'I’lie reimrtsconnecting
Marsh, which closed tho exercises.
Oliktomsky with treason aro wltljout
/'

J,

foundation.

DR. TRUE RESIGNS.
Cecilia Club Must Get a New Conductor
—Gives up the Work on Account of
Health.

At the close of Monday evening’s
rehearsal of the Cecilia club, which
closed the work of the season. Dr.
Latham True informed the vice presid
ent, Mr. H. L. Tappan, that he should
not be a candidate for re-election.
Dr. True has conduoted the Cecilia
olnb since 1901, and by his constant
and efficient efforts the club has earned
a reputation second to that enjoyed
by no chorus in the state. While his
decision to give up chorus worx in
Waterville will come as a surprise to
many, those in close touch with Dr.
True have known for several mouths
that he has found condnotlug a severe
tax on his strength and that he intend
ed reducing his work in that liub.
COLBY, 5; BOWDOIN, 2.
Bowdoia Was Outplayed and Outbatted
—Good Battery Work of Coombs and
Cowing

Bowdoin with the great Jimmy Cox
in the box suffered defeat Saturday
on Colby field by a score of 6 to 2.
Coombs and Cowing again demon
strated the fact that they make up the
best college battery in Maine, and one
of the best in the country. Coombs
bad a great speed and control and
allowed but two scratch hits. He was
grandly supported by Cowing who
gathered in the bends and shoots,
came they swift or slow, wide, high
or low, as accurately and with as
little fuss as a boy would a dish of
strawberries and cream. Tilton at
second played an excellent game for
his first full variety game, and prom
ises to develop into a fast man. The
rest of the team played good ball.
The Bowdoin men seemed to be more
or less rattled and were rather un
certain in their fielding at times.
Wiggiu was the only man who was
able to tonoh Coombs at all and he is
credited with but two scratch singles.
Tliere was a large attendance and the
Colby cheering was nnasually good.
The old bleachers are now located just
F. L. Newbert of Pleasant street
to the left of the west entrance gate
left home yesterday afternoon and re Sometimes the girl’p father strikes Canaan over Sunday.
turned early in the evening with 40 a young man favorably and sometimes Mae Bowman of Skowhegan visited and face to the west. They are more
trout.—Bookland Star.
he merely kioks him out.
I in this place Saturday.
comfortable to the spectators than be-

fore but not so well located to watch
the game from.
Tho score:
COLBY.
ab r lb tb po a e
Cowing, c
4 22 8 8
0 0
Coombs, p
4 11 3 0
4 0
Willey, lb
4 0 0 0 10 0 0
Pugsley, ss
4 01 1 2
0 1
Craig, 8b
8 00 0 0
0 0
Tilton, 2b
8 00 0 1
4 1
Dunn, rf
4 1112 0 1
Leighton, of
4 1 118 0 0
Pile
8 00 0 1
0 0
Totals

83 6 6 8 27 8
BOWDOIN.
ab r lb tb pu a
White, ss
4 0 0 0 8 0
Stone, c
400,0 6 2
Clark, If
4 3 0 0 8 0
Cox, p
4 0~0''0 0 2
Wiggin, Ib
4 0 2 2 9 0
Hodgdon, 2b
8 0 0 0 2 6
Oakes, rf
3 0 0 0 0 0
Gould, 8b
8 00 Q 1 1
Eiusmau, cf
8 0 0 0 0 0

8
e
2
0

0
0
2

A

COUUAOKOUS MOTOR.MAN.

New York, May 81.—An explosion Of
tho motor box on a Fulton street car,
Brooklyn, blow .Mutormnn Cornelius
back Into the ear, wbleb eaught fire,
but Cornelius climbed back on the plat
form and set the brakes on the ruffaway .cur. The niotorinun was pain
fully burned and several passengers
were Injured, but none dangerously.

BIC HOSPITAL IN DARKNESS.
Now York, May 31.—A Hash of light
ning that passed into the motor In the
power bouse wbleb supplies power for
the lights at Bollevue hosiiltal threw
the great establl.sliment into darkness
for nearly three hoiir.s last night.
Fortunately no operations wore In
progress and no damage was done.

SOLDIERS GOT A DUCKING.

St. Louis, May 31.—'I’lio first day of
military week at the World's Fair was
rendered disagreeable by a torrential
ruin that fell during the afternoon.
Totals
32 2 2 2 24 11 7 Soldiers and cadets marched In the
Innings
1 2 8 46 67 89
pouring rain and the plaza of St. Louis
Colby
1 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 x—6 was
tiironged by tlioiismuls who
Bowdoin
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1—2
cheered
aiid^waved umhrellas.
Earned runs, Colby 2. Two-base
hits. Cowing, Coombs. Stolen bases.
Cowing, Pugsley, Wigeiu. Bases on
CURRAN COUNSELS ORDER.
balls, off Coombs 1, Cox 2, Struck
out, by Coombs 8, by Cox 7. Umpire,
New York. May 31.—The freight
Hassett. Time, 1 hour 85 minutes.
haudlei'b held a meeting lust night.
President Curran said after tlie meet
ing that uotliing further hud been de
JUNIOR ARTICLES.
cided on us to the calling out of other
The following are the Colby Junior men. ‘T was only educating them and
articles that were ohosen by the oom eoiuiselllng tliem to refrain from vio
mittee :
,
lence,” ho said.
"Present Status of the Church,’’
SEA GIVES UP ITS DEAD.
Edw'ard Howe Cotton of Norway.
Milford, Conn., May 31.—The body
"Marcus A. Hanna as a Citizen and
Statesman,’’ , Clarenoo Nathaniel of the captain of tbo lost schooner
Bralnard, which eank off Ponds point
Flood of Oxford.
"Independent National Existence,” January 11 last, was found flouting In
tho water near tliat place last evening.
Guilford Dudley Coy of Presque Isle. Tlie tidings of the crew of tho schoontr
"A Problem of Civilization,”Cecil were never definitely learned.
Whitchouse Clark of North Sidney.
"The’Sooial Balance,” Ezra KempS'AYS HUSBAND BEAT HER.
tou Maxfield of Winthrop.
“Tho Trust,” Glenn Weudall
Skowhegan, Me., May 31.—Mrs. Fred
Hussey of thtk town lies In a critical
Starkey of North Vassalboro.
condition from the results of a terrifiu
From the women's division:
Tennyson’s "In Memoriam,’’ Bose beating wbleb slie says her husband in
flicted while oq a drive. Several men
Mary Biohardson of East Corinth.
witnessed tlie assault. Hussey Is un
"Lockhart’s Life of Soott,” Ida der
arrest.
Phoebe Keene of Waterville.
LUCKY FISHERMEN.
"A Century and a Half on the
Horioon,” Mary Lucille Harvey of
Oanso, N. S., May 81.—The first of the
Fore Fairfield.
American
Heet have arrived
"What Public Libraries are Doing here with mackerel
good fares. 12 schooners
for Ohiildren,” EfiOe May Lowe of lauding 2708 barrels of salt and 800
Waterville.
barr«ll of fresh nsb.
0

Mt.

liheumatism
Wh«t is the use of telling the rheumatic
that he feels as If his Joints were being dis
located 7
He knows that his suflerlngs are very
much like the tortures of the rack.
Whnt he wanli In know Is what will per
manently cure his disease.
That, according to thousands of grateful
testimonials, is

Hood's Sarsaparilla
It promptly neutralizes the acid In the
blood on which the disease depends, com
pletely eliminates It, and strengthens the
system against its return. Try Hood’s.

LOCAL NEWS.
Kew screens have been placed in the
windows in Oity hall.
Company H did their drilling on
Monument Hark, Thursday evening.
Mr. J. Wallace West has moved into
the H. H. Percival house on Getchell
street.
Mrs. Susie Littlefield of Portland is
visiting at the home of Abner A.
Littlefield.
Mrs. Larkin Dunton of Allston,
Mass., Is a guest at the home of Mr.
diaries Keitli.
Mrs. Frank E. Boston of Gardiner
is visiting in the city, the guest of
her sister, Mrs. Booker.
Miss Mary Kelleher of Biddeford is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M.
Kelleher,' for a few dasy.
City Marshal Plaistod wants it dis
tinctly understood that bicycle riding
on the sidewalks must be stopped.
Mrs. Annie Edson and daughter,
Ruth, who have been in Jamaica
spending the winter, have returned.
Mrs. Porter Russell who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. Li. Simp
son, returned to her home in Cam
bridge, Mass., Friday.
George G. Morse, foreman of the
Maine Central round house, went to
Boston on the Pullman, Thursday
evening, on a short business trip.
The mail box that was attached to
the old electric light pole has been
placed on the south side of the store
occupied by H. R. Dunham, the
clothier.
Mr. Frank Webber and party
arrived in the oity, Thursday
evening, in his new Knox touring car.
They made the run from Portland
overland.
The Simpson Drug Co. had a new
sign displayed Thursday. It has
yellow background and black letters
which makes a pleasing combination
of colors,
Rev. and Mrs. T. P. Williams who
have been visiting friends in this oity
and Winslow, for the past three weeks,
returned to their home in Searsport
Wednesday.
The intentions of marriage of How
ard T. Phillips of Waterville and Miss
Agnes B. u-rindle of Blue Hill, and
Joseph George and Maggie Ferro,
both of Waterville have been -filed
with the city dork.
A large number from this oity and
Fairfield went to° Oakland Thursday
evening to attend the district meeting
of the Rebekah lodges. The degree
team of Dorcas Rebekali ^odge of this
oity conferred the work on a number
of candidates.
Friends of the Woman’s Association
are asked to remember that their
annual meeting fs soon to occur on
Monday, June 0, and make plans to
attend it. The rooms will be closed
evenings except Friday and Saturday
after this present week.
A funny coincidence is connected
with the placing of the old plectric
light pole and of the new one in City
hall square. It was eleven years ago
that the old post was set and Dr. E.
L. Jones had charge of locating it
and in placing the new pole Df. Jones
also again had charge of placing it.
A reception was tendered President
Dean of the Hollingsworth & Whitney
company at the olub house, Tliarsday
evening, by the heads nf-departments.
A large number of employees were
present, accompanied by their wives.
Hall’s band of this city furnished the
music.
Dancing w’as enjoyed and
refreshments were served. The occas
ion proved a highly snooessful social
event
Ooburn Olassioal Institute has been
approved by the New England College
Entrance Certificate Board. Graduates
are admitted on the nrincipal’s certifi- cate to the following institutions re
presented on the board; Amherst
College, Boston University, Bowdoin
Opllege, Brown University, Dartmouth
College, Mount. * Holyoke College,
Smith College, Tufts College, University.of Maine, Wellesley College,
Wesleyan University.
Miss Glendoline Wilson, -^who has
been conducting a studio in the Sav
ings bank block, for vocal instruction.
has closed her studio for the summer,
and will leave in a few days for Bos
ton, where she will continue studying
this summer with her former teacher.
Miss Effle L. Palmer. Miss Wilson
has met with deserved snooess this
season, and will return to Watervile
the first of Setpember, and open up
her studio again, and will no doubt
l>e better able than ever to instrnot

Mrs. Clarence Cote of Fort Fairfield is visiting friends and relatives
In the oity.
Mrs. John Nelson and daughter have
returned from a visit with relatives in
Skowhegan.
Mr and Mrs. I. M. Morse of Brock
ton, Mass., are the guests of Mrs.
A. A. Lakin.
Mr. Leonce Dumas of Biddeford has
lately entered the employ of Frank
Blanchard as salesman.
Samaritan lodge, I. O. O. F., worked
the initiatory degree on three candi
dates Wednesday evening.
Mr. Rosooo Paine who lias been at
the hospital in Portland for an opera
tion for appendicitis, has returned
home.
About 21 Masons went to Augusta
Wednesday to attend the meeting of
Past Masters’ night of Bethlehem
lodge, F. & A. M.
Walter MoAlary, captain of the W.
H. S. ball team, has decided to finsh
out the term and not leave school as
was previously announced.
A piazza is to be built on the front
and west side of the Methodist parson
age on Centre street, which' will add
greatly to the appearance and conven
ience of the place.
Mr. Horace Perkins has bought the
honpe at No. 18 Oak street of James
A. Leavitt and sold the house at the
corner of College avenue ana Spruce
street to O. H Barton.
The street commissioner started in
on Western avenue Wednesday to
lay a sewer and macadamize the road.
The bad piece of road between the
Rangeway and Oakland is being at
tended to.
Deputy Sheriff Getchell, Tuesday,
returned the four tin dippers and four
pictures to the Lincoln Olub, which
has been the subject .of the replevin
suit instituted by the city. The ex
pense of the case to the oity is said to
bo about |200.
Colby met University of Maine at
Orono, Wednesday, and was defeated
by a score of 6 to 4. Frost ana
Violette constituted the Maine battery
and Coombs and Cowing that of Oolbyi
Colby held the lead until the fifth
inning, by the good pitching of
Coombs was overcome by fielding
errors.
As a result of thee canvass made by
the oommttees appointed by the Board
of Trade, all of the dry goods, cloth
ing, shoe, millinery and hardware
stores will close until further notice
all day Memorial Day, July 4th,
Thanksgiving, Christmas and in the
afternoon ot Labor and Fast Day. The
furniture and jewelry stores will close
as-above except Christmas forenoon.
The members of the Watervlile
Dental society with lauies enjo.yed a
pleasant day’s outing at Bradley’s
recently. Those in the party were
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Jones. Dr. and
Mrs. E. H. Kidder; Dr. and Mrs. H.
A. Toward, Dr. Mitchell and Miss
Lowe, Dr. and Mrs. M. D. Johnson,
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Smith. They
made the trip over the W., W. & F.
Ry.

Apropos of the recent action of the
Board of Trade in regard to a uniform
time of closing the stores, a proposi
tion is being considered to equalize
tlie labor of the olerka The plan is
to open dry goods, clothing and furn
ishing stores each day at 8 a.m., and
to close Mondays, 'ruesdavs, Wednes
day^ and Thursdays at C p.m., Fri
days at. 9 p.m. and Saturdays at 10
p.m. The plan has already received
endorsement frou\ several prominent
business men.
At the parish meeting of the mem
bers of the Unversalist church held in
the church parlors Tuesday evening,
the following officers were chosen:
Moderator, F. W. Leslie; clerk, Harry
S. Vose; treasurer, mamie A. Lud
wig; collector, Mrs. F. W. Leslie;
stauding committee, S. S. Vose, Mrs.
J. M. Emery, Miss E. F Lovering,
Mrs. H. S. Yose; delegates to oouventiou to be held in Auburn, Mrs. McKeohnie, S. S. Vose, Mrs. S. S. Vose;
alternates, Mrs. J. M. Emory, Miss
May Weed, Miss E. P. Lovering.
Two men giving their names as
Jack Smith and George Ferguson were
arrested by Officer Piiest at the Maine
Central station Wednesday and
locked up. These men were discover
ed in a box oar which they had broken
into by breaking a seal and when dis
covered they jumped from the oar and
started to run but wore captured by
the officer who carried them to the
station house. Here they gave their
names and said that they broke into
the car in JPortland. They lyill be
taken to Portland for a hearing.
Boothbav Register—We learn that
our young townsman -Tames Race,
who is to open the Boothbay Medi
cinal Mineral Spring building, and
stock a first class drug store, is one
wo should bo proud to have come back
to his boyhood home to establish busi
ness, for after graduating from Coburn
Classioal Institute at Waterville, he
entered the department of Pharmaov
University of Alaine, and graduated at
the head of 'liis class . receiving/ the
the degree of Pharmaceutioai Chem
ist. later he passed the state board
of Pharmacy examination. The prac
tical experience he has had since
leaving college fully equips him for
his chosen profession. We understand
the mineral water will be bottled
and put on the market in connection
with the drug business.
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ALARM FROM BOX 46.

COBURN WINS 10TU8.

Snappy Game With High School A Slight Blaze in Stable Belonging to
L. Wolman.
Wedndsday Afternoon.

An alarm of fire was rung in at 11.40
Weanesday from box 46 for a blaze
in a stable at the corner of Alden and
Ticonic streets belonging to Louis
Wolman, a junk dealer. When dis
covered the fire was making good
headway in the stable chamber and
had burned its wav into the ell of the
house. Hose No. 2 being very near
the scene was the first to arrive and
all the hose laid was laid by this
company. Tifb fire was extinguished
in a short time but in the ell chambers
a large quantity of rags end crockery
was stored and these were dama;;ed by
smoke and water to a great extent.
40 10 8 27 16 10 The damage to the building will be
slight.
HIGH SCHOOL.
ab r bh po a e

Coburn and Waterville High met on
the Oelby field, Wednesday afternoon,
in a game that was fuil of sensations.
The Institute team won by a score of
10 to 8.
The following is the score:
COBURN.
ab r bh po a e
Finlayson, ss
4 2 0 2 1 0
4 0 0 6 3 4
Hopkins, 2b
6
1 10 0 2
E. Ware, lb
6
8 4
Cole, 8b
4
2 0
Linsoott, 0
6
0 0
Phil Ware, of
Mower, rf
6
2 0
6 0
4
Tibbetts, p
4 0 1
0 0
P. Ware, If
Totals

Wilson, of
O’Donnell, 2b
McAlary,^3b
Farnham,
Strong, q
Peabodv', o
Colby, lb ■
Cook, rf
Winters, If

6
6
6

0 0 2

1

0

113 10
0 0 111

3 2

6 1
6 2

0 0
2 8

BOARD OF TRADE MEETING.

A meeting of the Board of Trade

6 3 was held in the Board of Trade room
2 1 at City hall
evening. G.

10 4 2
4 1 2 11 1 1 Fred Terry was' elected president to
4 10 111 take Dr. F. C. Thayer’s place, and
4 0 2 10 0 Lowell G. Salisbury was elected sec
retary in place of P. A. Knanff. A
Totals
40 8 8 27 16 9 committee was appointed to look after
Innings
12346 6 78 9 r
Coburn
00000307 0—10 the matter of having some regularity
High School
00000404 0—8 about closing the stores on holidays,
Two base liits. Winters, MoWer, P. and the following men were chosen
Ware. Three ..base hit, Peabody. for this committee: H. L. Emery,
Base on balls, off Tibbetts, Farnham ;
off Farnham, Finlayson. Scrnck ouW H. R. Dunham and L. P. Loud.
by Tibbetts,
Wilson, Peabody,
MoAlary, O’Donnell, Strong; by
LUCK VS. LUCK.
Farnham, Hopkins .2, Mower 2,
Messrs. Edwards and Ward well went
Tibbetts. Double plays, Farnham,
Colby and Strong, O’Donnell and fishing Tuesday to some one of Mr.
Colby, Cole and E. Ware, Mower and Edwards’ famous trout brooks ana
E. Ware. Passed balls, Linscott 3. succeeded in landing abont 20 of the
Stolen bases, Finlayson .3, Cole,
Linscott, Tibbetts, O’Donnell 3, speckled beauties. Everytliing wo’’kColby 2, McAlary, Strong. Hit by ed in their favor during the day but
pitched ball, Farnham,
Hopkins, on their return home as they werq
Linscott. Umpire, Rioe.
riding along listening to each other’s
yarns and anecdotes suddenly tlie
THE FISHING AT MOOSBHEAD. wagon struck a big rut and the rocker
Well informed authorities on fishing bolt broke frightening the horse so
say that the sport at Moosehead lake that he broke away from the driver
Mias never better than it is at the and came to the oity alone and almost
present time. There are a large num unimpeded. Mr. Edwards was lucky
ber of fishermen at the lake and all of enough to get a ride in but Mr. Wardthem report good catches of the fihny well wants it distinctly understood
beauties which abound in those wa that he walked in. No serious dam
age has been reported and the fish
ters.
At the present time most of the fish probably tasted bettor for the long
are beipg taken at Kiueo, near the jaunt.
hotel, but good catches have been
JUDGMENT FOR CITY.
made at Northwest and Northeast
Carries. At the former place, on ac The following rescript has been
count of the eonth wind which has handed down from the Law Court:
sprupg up in the last day or two, the Kennebec county: Selden E. Whit
fishing conditions are not so good as comb, and another ys. City of Water
the wind makes it pretty rough, but ville.
Judgment for defendant.
notwithstanding this adverse condi Rescript by Spear, J.
The statute, R. S; ,(1903) chapter
tion some large catches have been
made. At Deer Island, the hotel there 113, 6, provides that no assignment
wages shall be valid against any
is filled to its capacity with fisher of
other person than the parties thereto
men and all of them have been fortu unless properly recorded.
When two assignments of wages are
nate in getting good hauls.
Fishermen at Northeast Carry also made by the same person running to
two different persons, each dated tha
report good success. In nearly every same day, against the same employer,
case the hotels on the lake are well covering the' same period ot time,
filled with enthusiastic fishermen 'who embracing the same services and re
are having the times of their lives. corded in the same town at tlie same
add minute, held: that the em
Men who have been going to the lake hour
ployer ,’iH not liable to an action
for many years say that the sport this thereon.
season is better than it has been for The employer is not subject in
the past 26 years and every spring such a case to the liability of twice
the debt due to the assignor.'
sees an improvement over the condi paying
The object of the statute was to pre
tions the year before.
vent such A case; nor does knowledge,
Some sa.v the good fishing this year or want of knowledge, on the part of
is caused by tlie high water, while the assignees affect the employer’s
liability.
others say it is not. Those who ' argue - If an assignor sees fit to make two
in the affirmative claim that the groat assignments covering the same con
amount of water flowing into the tract, simultaneous in date and rec
lakes and ponds bring in more food ord, scienter on the tpart of the
assignees is not a matter of discovery
for the fish to feed on than under bv the employer, nor one wliioh
ordinary conditions, and accordingly affects his right of delense.
Judgment for defendant.
the fish are more apt _ to bite. The
guides at Moosehead say that the fish
Moraroh over pain. . Burns, outs,
ing would be better if the water was
stings. Instant relief. Dr.
lower and there was not so much sprains,
Thomas’ Eclectiic Oil. At any drug
rain.
store.
SUMMER SCHOOL AT WILTOD^.

A FALSE ALARM;

Supt. W. W. Stetson has made
arrangements for a summer school at
Wilton Academy, commencing July
26th and continuing one week.
This school is for teachers and will
be convenient for a large number in
that section of the state. Supt. W.
C. Bates of Fall River, Mass., Supt.
G. W. Twitinger of Delaware,and C.
H, Albert of Bloomsburg, Penn.,
have been engaged as instructors,
not only for this school but also for
the summer schools at Hampden,
Stoningtoii
and Limerink.
The
sessions at these schools will be onb
week each.

A false alarm of fire was rung in
from box 43 at tne corner of Main and
High streets at 1.88 p. m. Wednesday
and the firemen had a hard run
for nothing. The glass in the small
^ox beside the Gamewolll box was
broken, the key Jiad been removed
and the Gamewell box opened, just as
is usually done in the case of a fire.
No one in the vicinity saw the act, or
if so, has not yet informed the munici
pal ofiSoers. A heavy fine attaches
the penalty of meddling with the fire
alarm system.
A sad feature of the occurrence was
the death of Makikita, the setter pre
sented to Driver Thomas last Christ
mas, and a general favorite among
the firemen.' The animal dodged be
tween the horses and forward wheels
of the hook and ladder truck while
the driver was making a turn, and
was run down.
There is real grief among the boys,
who had become warmly attached to
the* dog, and will sadly miss it from
the circle of Hose 1 councils.

BEWARE OP OINTMENTS FOR
CATARRH THAT CONTAIN
MEROURY,
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole systeni when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Suoli
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physi
cians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by P. -J, Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mer
cury, and IS taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. In buying
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get
the genuina It is taken internedly
and made in Toledo.

Bold by Druggists. Pnoe, 76o. p«r
bottle.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for consti
pation.

TIRED OUT?
-"L.P." RelUvasaad StrengthcniStoraacb, Bowels, Liver and
Kidneys. TlieMore'‘L.P.”
tha Less Sickness

In Effect

12, I903w

PAS8£ltGEB TBAIMS leave WatervUle sUUom

■

"I have received such great benefit from
the 'L. F.' Atwood’s Bitters that I want
to tell about It. 1 am positive that If
people would take more of the True
'L. F.’ for eeneral debility and building
up of the system there would be less
sickness and fewer doctor's bills. You
may use this statement If you see fit."
—James H. Burbank, Clerk and Treasurer,
Cheslennile, Me.

Oct.

001X0 BAST.
1.40 a. m. dally for lianKor, week days Bat'
■

■

" CKBiiort, Ktls

L<VUI14j| Oh. t/UUU.

■■

— • -

OWpilOU OllU UCIJIA

not run beyond Bangor on Bundays.
0.80 a. m. for Skowhegan, dally except 8un>
da^s ^mlxed.)
a, m. mixed for Ilartland, Dexter, Dover
and k'oxcroft, Moosohoad Lake, Bangor and.:
local stations.
0.00 a. m. for Fairllold and Skowhegan.
0.09 a. m. for Bcllast, Bangor andllfu<
Bueksport*
0.00 a. m. Sundays only for Skowhegan.
10.00 a. m. Sundays only for Bangor.
1.90 p.m. for Foxoroft, Bangor anu way sta--.
tions, Patten, Uoulton, Clarlbou, Bresque lBle<
{ via B. & A., Mattawanikeag, Vanceboro, St'.
; Stephen, (Calais), Uoulton, Woodstock, St. John-.
' anu Halifax.
3.08 p. m. for Bangor, Bucksport, Bar Harbor
Ths Trns "L. P." Is a Spring System
Old Town. Dally to Bangor.
Cleanser and Tonic.
4.1S p. m. for Belfast, Dover, Foxcroft,,
Uoosohead Lake, Bangor, Old Town, and Uat. tawamkeag.
4.1S p. m. for Fairfield and Bkowheg
GOlXa WB8T.
9.00 a. m. dally except Monday for Pomandf
V
Using BROWN’S INSTANT RCUCf and Boston.
6.05 a. m. for Bath, Rockland, Portiwd
THE FAMILY MEDICINE,
Boston, White Mountains, Montreal, Quwee
and Chicago.
For Bit STOMACH and BOWEL TROVBLES.
8.95 a. m. for Oakland.
D.IS a. m. for Oakland, l(lngham,Farmington
Prepared by the Norway Mrdioine Co., Norway, Me,
Phillips, Ranglcy, Mechanic Falls, Bumfor
Falls, Bemls Lewiston, Danville J unction and'
Portland.
0.15 a. m. dally for Augusta, Lewiston, Port
land and Boston, with parlor car tor Boston,,
lonneclng at Portland fur North Conway,
Fabyans. Oorhum, N. II. Berlin Falls, Lan
caster, Grovetown, North Stratford, Island'
Pond, Colobrook and Beecher Falls.
0.5U a. m. Sundays only, for Poitland and:
Boston.
daoto‘'Oa8cftret8*^for their wonderful composition.
9.90 p. m. for Oakland.
1 have taken numerous other so-called remedies
9.30 p. m. for Oakland,. Lewiston, Mecbanlo
but without avail aud I find that Casearots relieve Falls,
Portland and Boston via Lewiston.
more in a day than ail the others i have
, 9.80 p. m. for Portland and way stallons via
would in n year.'*
James .McOune, 108 Mercer 8t„ Jersey Oity, N. J. Augusta.
8.15 p. m. for Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Rock
land, Portland and Boston, with parlor oar for '
6esT For
Boston, connecting at Portland ^for Cornish
I Bridgiun, North Cornway and BaRlett.
I
I lie uuweis
^
The
Bowels
i 4.15 p. ni. for Oakland and Somerset B. B.
6.85 p. m. for Augustii and So. Gardiner.
0.55 p. m. fur Lewiston, Bath, Portland andt
Boston, via Augusta, with Pullman sleeping car
dally for Boston, includlne Sundays.
CANDY CA-nURTTC
Dally excursions for Falrflold, HI cents; Oak
land, iAj cents; Skowhegan, 41.00 round trip.
1 GEO, F. KVAN^ Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager..
F. E. BOOTHBY, Portland, Me., Gen'l Passon..
ger A Tdoket Agent.
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good. Do Good,
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, lOc, 25o, 60c. NevM
sold In balk. The aennine tablet stamped 0 0 0.
Guaranteed to cure or your mbney back.
■ Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. gga

PHYSICIANS ADVISE
MONEY REFUNDED

DYSPEPSIA

MSTEKN STEAMSHIP GO.

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
HELP WANTED.

PORTLAND DIVISION.
FARE 11.00.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portlandr.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
nnd India Wharf, Boston, dally, except Sunday^
at
7.00 P.M.
.
.7.
r
Jnd cash lor copying at homo No mailing or
canvassing. Send siamp for particulars. PUIIlFreight rates olways as low as other lines.
TAN MF(i CO., OS Front St, Worchestcr, Mass.
J. F. LISCOMB, Agent,
Wk. Imo. no '2Franklin Wharf, Portland.

I'lxceiitorN’ iVotice
The BuUsciibcrs hereby give notice that they
huve been duly
exccutui> of the will
of Utura E. Howard late ot U aierville, In the
county oi Kennebtc, dectased, nnd given bonds
ns the law directs. All persons having dcninnds
ngnlnst the estate of said deceuecct are desired
to present ihe fame for soltlenient, aud all In' ill ■ thereto
■ are requested• to make payment
deuted
Immediately.
FRED J. ARNOLD,
May 0, 1001.
IIASCALL S. HALL.
3w2
KENNEBEC COUNTY—111 Probate Court, at ,
Augusta, on tbo fourth Monday of May.
Aiigu

lOflf.

KENNEBEC

DIVISION.

RESUMPTION OF SERVICE.
B^Commcnelng Thursday, April 14, 1004, steamer
"Della Collins” will leave Augusta, at UO P. M.,
Ilalluwell, at 2.00 P. M., Turtdays, Thuredaya.
and Saturdays, councctlng with main line steam,
era leaving Gardiner at 8.30 P. M., Richmond at
4.20 P. M. and Bath at G.OO P. M. for Boston.
Returning stenmers leave Union Wharf, Bos
ton,
Mondays, Wednesdays aud Fridays for
1—>■----------------- .....
landings ou the river, coiinccilng at.........................
Gardiner '
with steamer “Delia
Collins”...for fit
Flallowell and
...........................
Augusta.
ALLEN PARTRIDGE, Agt., Augusta.
C. A. COLE, Agent, liallowoil
All freight via the steamers of this company
Is Insured against Fire and Marine Risk.
A. 11. HANSCOM, G. P. &. T. A.
CALVIN AUSTIN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr.
GoLsral OlUces, Foster’s Wharf, Boston.

Thomas I!. F. Bates, Administrator on the es.
tatc of Isaac. N. jlatcs, late of Oakland In said.
■ ' '
resented his first acsald i state lor allow
ance:
I
OitUERED, That notice thereof he given three I
weeks successively, ]irtor to the second Monday |
of .nine
.Tune next,
next. in
In ino
the Waterville
news.
or
vvaterviiio Mall, a news_ _____
paper printed in Waterville that all persons In- ! W A TL'D Ul T I 1? Q A UIIIPC D A HIT
terested may
muy aticiid ata Probate
I'robato Court then to'
to uiil uA 1 lliliu uAlinUU DAFIA.
ho held at A ugustll, and show cause. If any, why
the same should not bo allowed.
VH.06 MAIN' «T.. WATBRVILI/K
G. T STEVENS, Judge.
Tbubtees—0. Knaulf, J. W. Bassett, Geo. K.
Attest: W. A. NEWCOMB, Register.
’T.v 2
Boutelle, Dana P. Foster. Howard 0. Morse, Johir.
A. Vigue, Charles E. Dureu.
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.
,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that ho
has been duly apnolntcd Executrix of the will of
Deposits of one dollar and upwards, not exoeeik
Alljcrt G Cllilord laio ot Winslow lii the
County f Kennebec, deceased, and given bonds log two thousand dollars In ad, reoeiveil and put
on
Interest August, November, February amt
as the law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate ot said ileccnscd arc desired to May first.
No tax to be paid on deposits by depositors.
preseu't the same for settlement, and all iudobtDividends made lu May and November and It
oil thereto nro requested to make paymeut
not withdrawn are added to deposits and Interest
Immediately.
Is ....
thus compounded
twice
a J,
year.
...
.
.
May 23, ICOl.
LOUISA CLIFFORD.
Ottloe lu Savings Bank building; Bank opes
,
3w-2 dally from 9 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.. aud 1.30 to 880p.m.
C. Knaupv, President
E-XECUTRJX’S NOTICE.
K. R. Dudmuosd, Tr.
'jriie siibscrlbcr hereby gives-'notice that she
has
been duly
appointed
Executrix,
of the will of Samuel T Hersom, latOuf Oakland
in the County of Kennebec, deceased, and given
bonds.as the law directs. All persous having demauds against the estate of said deceased nrede
sired tb'presont the same for settlemcut, and all
indobicil Ibereto are ruquestedoto make paymont
Imniediulely. .
May 0, 1904.
ETHEL E. FARR
3w-2

IRA A. nnCHELL,

Livery, fioardiog aod Baiting

OUOD I EA.VIS at RKA80NABLK PRICKS-

FIUKLITV

LODOB,

NO. 8, D. OF 11

A. O. U. VV.

llaeksand barges furnished to order for any
ouearslun. PuBBungurs taken to any doslreu
point day or night.

Meets Ist aud 3<1 Wednesdays of < acta moiiib-

THE GUBERNATORIAL CANVASS.

Monunisiitai Waik

Tho folIowiDR interesting comments
SMALLEY & WHITE.
on the gnbernatorial oanvass were
taken from the Lewiston Journal of
Thursday:
Tho Portland Argus is ooudnoting
.142 Main St.
the Cobb campaign in Portland aud
the Waterville Sentinel has oharKO of WATERVILLE
MAINE.
its interests in Waterville. The keen
interest of every Demooratio paper in
Cen. Sq., So Berwick, Me.
Maine for Mr. Cobb’s nomination is endAlso
Cen.
Ave., Dover N. H,
suggestive.

Marble and Granle forkers^

The Keuuebeo Journal is trying to WATEBTU/I/B LODOB N0.5, A. O. H. FT
oouviuoe itself that the popular drift
Regular Meeting at) A.'O. V. W. Ha
is to Cobb We suggest that it look
Abnold Block.
at the vote in West Gardiner—a town Second and Fonrth Tneidaya of each Uontb
where the whole Fernald movement
at 7.80 F. U.
was spontaneous and where the vote
for Fernald was 27 to 4 for Cobb.
China, Corinua, Carroll,—these are
examoles. The Gardiner movement
also was purely sfontaneons. It was
QIVKN AWAT
throttled by the Augnsta politioians—
With 410 asgortmont of onr Soaps,
Extracte,
Suioes,
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa,
bat the sentiment, the drift, was
Toilet Goode ana Standard Qrooeries
there, jnst the same and the same
Send at once for big catalogue of 800
sentiment is spreading all over the
other premiums.
state of Maine. Mr. Cobb' was as
Home Supply €o.,
sured of this nomination three months
Department J. Angioata Matna
ago. Why this oommotion? Beoanse
the people have began to think for
themselves; Because there are still
ideals in the Bepnblioan party in
Maine; because tlie farmers of Maine
NO SMALLPOX IN EASTPORT.
are beginning to see that they can
From-Eastport comes the denial of afford one day, in every four years,
a registration of their honset pur
the rumor that there is smallpox in for
pose for the welfare of this state.
that to'wn. Doctors, druggists and
and Trade-Marki obtained and alt Fat-;
health officers have been besieged It may be interesting to some of our •Caveat^
lent businesa conducted for Moderate Feed.
the past week with letters in regard friends to know that within four Our Office la Oppobite U, 8. PATEnTOFPioE'
and we can secure patent
........It in less time than tso«e|
to vaccine, vaccination shields, and days, several delegates have written Ircmote
mote from Washmgtca.
Wasbingtea.
,
personal
letters
to
Mr.
Fernald,
Send
model,
drawing
or photo., with desciip-i
like epidemic oheoks.
30. Wo advise, if patentable or not, free of!
pledging their nndeviatlng support to tioo.
Oar fee not due till patent Is secured.
him at Bangor. These delegates are Icharge,
A Pamphlet, “ Bow to Obtain Patents,” wltm
r fi
_____
distinct losses to Mr. Cobb’s expeota- coet
of sam^n the U, S. and fo'oiga countiiet!
plague of the night, Itching piles. tiou and■ to bis reckoning. And still Iient free. Addreis,
Doan’s Ointment cures quickly and the drift looks Oobbward, does it?,
jiermanently. At any drug store, 60 The state is not going to make any
Opp. Patent Office, WasHiNOTON, O. C.
cents.
snoh mistake.

SIX DINING CHAIRS

C.A.SNOW4tCO.

-ifeU

Jl'

HAS ADOPTED THE COMPOSITE.

.1. ..ui.,

Tisrr

JACK-KNIFE GENIUS.

STATE NOTES.

Bnmford Falls is to have a Fourth Simon Farnham Whittles Out a Minia
of
July celebration, this year.'
ilaine Central Has a New Way of
ture Marine Marvel.
Commnnioation Between Its Head
A jack-knife is but an ordinary,
The annual meeting of the State
OfiBces—System No Novelty.
Bankers’ Association has been post convenient tool found in almost every
A complete telephone line has been poned until June 25. It will be held man’s pocket. One man’s knife looks
pnt into operation on the Maine Cen at the Samoset, the hotel at Rockland very much like another man’s knife.
tral’s telegraph wires between Bangor Breakwater, owned by the Rickers of The jack-knife owned by Himon Farn
ham of Linekio, Me., resembles. In
and Portland, making it possible for Poland Springs.
outward appearance, the knifes of his
telephone and telegraph instruments
to work independently of each other A Mechanic street ^lady who an fellawmen, - but that there is some
on the same line at all times. While swered seven calls at the door bell unseen genius within is visibly demon
the composite is an innovation in rail yesterday only to bo confronted with strated by the little steam yacht which
road work in this state it has been in “Any rags?’’ from junk dealers, says it, managed by its owner, has made
nse for some years and can hardly be the Rockland Star, is in a quandary as during the past winter.
called one of the latest and most terxjyhether she will post a poster or The boat consists of about five hun
dred pieces, is 2*^ feet in length with
■wonderful advances in the electrical a bull dog at the front gate.
corresponding width, has a cedar hull
world as has recently been stated.
with a flash deck of maple and black
It is proposed to equip wreoking
The Maine State Grange will hold
trains with composite instruments that its annual session in Lewiston, ,.nqxt. walnut, the rail being of black wal
they may bo pnt in touch instantly December. The letter of acceptance nut. There are two masts each one
with the train despatchers upon arriv has been transmitted by the chair (foot in length. Four shrouds on each
ing at the scene of a wreck. The line, man of the executive committee to side and a stay from the foremost
as far as the telephone service goes President O. F. Maines of the head to stem make np the rigging.
The cabin, 18 inches in length and
will be a trunk line between the .offi Lewiston Board of Trade.
three inches high, is made of mahog
ces of the superintendents in Bangor
any
and black walnut and has 21
and Portland.
The railroad commissioners have lights of colored glass.
The line will be specially designated ordered a hearing on the petition of
by having its insnlatois painted a red the Rockland, Thomaston & Owls The little doors are made in panel
color. The two systems oir ^sjne wire Hoad Railway for approval of varia style, the upper part being of glass.
do not in any way interfere with each tion in location for Wednesday, June Take hold of the tiny brass knob, open
other, conversation being carried on 1, at 10 a.m., in the office of the com the door and look in at the carpeted
floor. Around the upper part of the
and telegraph messages transmitted at missioners at the State House. This
cabin is a block flnisb consisting of 110
the same time.
week the commissioners are examin pieces so small that they were put in
Wnere economy of wires is required ing the Sandy River, Phillips &
place on the point of a pin. The smoke
in the service between largo cities the Rangeley Railroads and the Portland
stack has its own place with the little
composite has been in nse for some and Rnmford Falls Railway.
whistle in front. Look and yon will
time. The Bell company has a large
see three brass bits and gear for cable
number of composites working be In connection with the annual Bowand the tackle for hoisting anchor.
tween Boston and New York, many of doin Oollege interscholasiic track
On each side of the boat are davits
which are used by stock brokers and meet, tlie fact has leaked out that the
and on one side, the little boat 8)^
commission men.
Brunswick school committee has ruled inches long with .its tiny row locks
that no Brunswick boy who has an for the four tiny oars, has already
average of less than 65 per cent in any been hoisted by'the help of the little
LEFT-EARED PEOPLE.
of his studies can take part in < any
"Did you ever notice the left-eared athletic contest. As a result two of blocks three-sixteenths of an inch in
diameter.
people right here in Lewiston?’’ asked
the best athletes in the school are dis A rail made of copper wire extends
a travelling man the other day. The qualified, liaving fallen below in
interrogated i)arty was at a loss t* chemistry, and although their work around'the deck and upper part of cab
know what his questioner was driv during the last two weeks is far above in. This railing passes through
ing at, but the commercial man ex the prohibited mark the school com stanchions made of copper wire about
on£-eighth of an inch in diameter.
plained himself. He said; “ In speak
mittee refuse to allow them to take The holes through the stanchions,
ing of left-eared people, I mean peopart in the Bowdoin intersoholastic 88 in number, were all bored by hand
, pie who can hear better with the left
meet.
which, Mr. Farnham says, was the
ear than the right ear.- How many
most delicate part of the whole work.
people do yon see place the telephone
We do not torget to mention the two
receiver to their right ear? It’s
THE LANGUAGE FEMININE.
flag staffs, one at the bow, the other
strange bnt it’s a fact that 9 out of
Yon may talk to a woman for an
every JO who use a telephone, hold hour or more and understand every at the stern. Mr. Farnham gives the
the receiver to the left ear, and some word she says. Meat, bread, money; greater part of the credit to his jack
find it impossible to hear over a phone motor-cars, drains, the ace of trumps knife.
through their right ear. The fact tliat —there is really no space at any dis
CRITICISES THE GOVERNOR.
the majority of men and women are posal to give a list of the words that
We presume it is all right for Gov.
right-handed and that the constructors are common to both languages. In
to go to the Republican conven
of the first telephone took due notice fact, most of the solid, concrete things Hill
tion as a delegate, bnt it does not look
of this is responsible for this new of life may be left out of the ques so to us. He'is entitled to his opin
condition of left-eared people. Watch tion. It is when we pass .beyond the ions and his rights as a citizen no
a telephone for half a day and it will concrete that the real misunderstand doubt, bnt it doesn’t look just right
him to be taking part in conven
be seen that almost every person that ing arises. Take a couple of very for
tions wliile he is governor of the state,
uses that instrument will place tke common words used equally by both or the preseident of the nation, to be
receiver to the left ear. Or even if sexes. A man will say that So-and-So mixing np in election matters. Presi
the instrument is resting on a table is a “nice” girl. I- should know dent Roosevelt has said that he
soonld not-make any speeches during
the left ear will be the one.used.
what he meant. A woman wiU reply the campaign, and he will be more
‘ ‘ When the new instruments^ were that Uie girl is pretty, agreeable and respected for it. A president, work
constructed the receivers were al all that sort of thing—but that she is ing for himself and a governor work
lowed to remain on the left side, as “not quite nice.’’ The two are us ing for his successor may not be just
same, but- neither strike ns as
' the users had become accustomed to ing the same word to express different the
being just the proper thing to do.
this. All this has created a race of ideas, and they will never agree as to Gardiner Reporter Journal.
left-eared people, for, having , become whether that girl is nice or otherwise
accustomed to using the receiver at until they can talk the same language.
A FRIEND OF THE PLUMBER'
the left ear, it was found that the Again, in the feminine dictionary It has always been conceded that
hearing in that ear was better and the opposite of “nice” is “horrid." that little rouent nnisanoe, the “rat"
more sensitive. Every telephone girl A man will talk of a “nice scoundrel" is the most destructive of animal pests
in the exchanges has the receiver on and a “horrid boro," and loan under that infest houses, and it is generally
her left ear and the man who uses his stand hire. Bnt when a woman tells known that they will attempt the
right ear is nnusal.
me that a man is wealthy and clever annihilation with their teeth of any
and good looking—“but I’m sure he’s obstruction that comes in their way
COLLEGE HAZING IN ENGLAND. horrid’'—she has dropped into her- says the Eastport Sentenel; but the
As a result, it is said, of the suc foreign language. 1 can only be sure eating away of lead pipe is supposed
cessful efforts which have made in that she does not mean what I mean to be a new departure, for them, yet
such was the case at Hotel Qnoddv
^ tins country in recent years to sup when I speak of a “horrid girl.”
last week, when a %% inch water
press hazing at our higher educational
institutions, the English people have THE MIKADO’S NEW PROPAGANDA pipe on tne second floor was attacked
and gnawed away so that the water
now taken up the subject and have
Not the least interesting news from was allowed to escape, doing con
sot in motion a similar crusade to
stamp out the barbarous practice, Tokyo is that which announces the siderable damage before the leak
which has survived to a notorious de Mikado as being engaged on the forma could be located and repaired.
gree in that country. The English tion of a religion “on Christian
STORE NEWS.
undergraduates, like undergraduates lines, ’ to be promulgated as the offi
everywhere, are very jealous of their cial and the state religion of the em The newspaper reading public
looks for something more
student, traditions and warmly re-; pire. The news, however, leaves nowadays
than mere “news" in its journals.
mnoh
to
be
desired
in
the
way
of
de
sent the attempts being made to kill
The purchase and sale of commodi
out hazing in their institutions. Haz tails, for it is silent as to where the ties are among the best and most impor
ing often has been carried to brutal lines will leave the ancient religion of tant events of everyday life. There
fore the wise merchant tells the pub
extremes in England, so that not a the empire and where the lines of lic
what he wants to sell, and there
few fatalities have been the result of Christianity will begin. That the is no better -way to convey this in
Mikado
appears
to
be
thoroughly
in
the barbarous custom. The authori
formation than by daily advertising.
ties at Oxford University have re earnest in the ^ork there is little To be sure his “news” does not
come by cable, telegraph or over the
cently taken a vigorous stand in the room to doubt—whether his faithful editors’s
desk; bnt it is very impor
people
will
be
complaisant
in
the
mat
matter, and the subject has been
tant news all the same.—Printers’
ter
is
another
story,
or
will
be,
when
much discussed of late in the British
Ink.
the linear Christianity of the new
papers.
MISPLACED GALLANTRY.
In this country, where having prac religion has been promulgated.
tices have so completely died out
through more enlightened student
sentiment, and through the applica
tion of principles of self-government
in undergraduate bodies, there is diffi
culty in understanding why English
public opinion has not earlier been
aroused. There are many more effec
tive and humane ways of subduing
the “fresh" student and to polish off
the rough lines in a young man’s
character, than through any arbitrary
hazing discipline, whlob imperils life
and limb.
OBNITHOLOGT IN RUMFOBD.

If yon pass through Rnmford Cen
ter and yon see men, women and
children out in the streets looking np
into the trees, do not imagine they
afte daft and staring at vaoanoy with
eyes and opear glasses.' The whole
Tillage is interested in bird stndy,
and it is woe to the man, boy or oat
thfit harms a bird. It would be a
good fad for other villages to, adopt

ABOUT

THAT

COAl

You wear a coat. Why.?
To keep the cold out? No;
to keep the warmth in.
What of the body that has
no warmth—the thin, poor
body that lacks the healthy
flesh and fat it needs?
For such we say that Scott’s
Emulsion provides the right
kind of a coat. Why? Be
cause Scott’s Emulsion builds
firm, solid flesh and sup
plies just enough fat to fill
nature’s requirements — no
more. That means bodily
warmth.
We’ll und jrou e umplt free upon requeit.
800TT & BOWNE, iwo X>url Street, New Yoek
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SPANISH NAMES.

HOW TO TICKLE A TROUT.

Bow They Came to Be So Freely
Scattered Over California.

Connecticut Man Says They Are Very
Snsoeptible to Blandishments.
It was the custom of the old Spanish

explorers to name places after the
saint for whom was named the day
on which they camped there. In this
manner a great number of melodious
and sonorous Spanish names have
been scattereil over California, so that
the names of a great number of places
begin either with "San” or ‘‘Santa.”
In some cases a subtitle, ns It were,
has been nflixctl. For Instance, we
have San Luis Key and San Luis Obis
po (Saint Louis the King and Saint
Louis the Bishop), also San Juan Caplstrnnok. In the case of Los Angeles,
it was named ‘‘Nuestra Sonora de los
Angeles” (Our Lady of the Angels).
This name Is altogether too bulky for
frequent use, so the early officers short
ened It to "Angeles.”
One curious name among the saints
Is that applied to a picturesque little
settlement on the divide between the
San Gabriel and Pomona'valleys—San
Dimas. San Dimas, be It known, was
one of the two men who were cruclfled
at either side of Jesus—the one who
asked to be remembered by the Lord
when he should enter Into paradise;
He is the patron saint of robbers. The
way this name came to (je given to
the San Gabriel valley village was
thus: In early days a gang of Mexican
horse thieves had their "lair” In a
canyon there, which was subsequently
referred to as the Robbers’ canyon or
the canyon of San Dimas. When the
Santa Fe railroad came along and
laid out the station there the name of
the canyon was adopted; hence San
Dimas.—Los Angeles Times.

CHANGING A QUARTER.
It May Be Done Twelve 'Waya and
Talcea Seventy Centa.

‘‘How much money does it take to'
make change for a quarter?” queried
the man whose fad is freak mathe
matics. ‘‘Twenty-live cents, eh? You’re
awtiy out • To change a quarter in the
various way It can be done requires a
capital of 70 cents. If a fellow wanted
plenty of coin for his quarter he’d tax
you for twenty-five pennies. On the
other hand, the man who wanted the
least loose change for his quarter
would come at you for two dimes and
a nickel. The chap who wanted a di
versity of coin in' his change would
get into you for two five cent pieces,
one dime and five pennies, which
■vVould allow him to jingle copper^ sil
ver and nickel in his Jeans. Others
might ask you to produce four nickels
ana live pennies, three nickels and ten
pennies, two nickels and fifteen pen
nies or one nickel and twenty pennies.
If you escaped these demands you
might be requested to come up with
five nickels, three nickels and one
dime, one nickel, one dime and ten pen
nies, one dime and fifteen pennies or
two dimes and fiye pennies. There are
just twelve ways of “breaking” a quar
ter in current United States coin, and
to be,there with the goods for any
demand you would require twenty-five
pennies, two dimes and five nickels—
In all, 70 cents.”—Philadelphia Press.
Flcctrlclty.

('oncernlng the fundamental nature
of electricity Itself there Is still no
certainty, but there are several hy
potheses, says Electrical World. There
are several theories for^xphilulng both
electricity and magnensm In terms of
the ether. None of these theories seems
capable of being submitted to experi
mental demonstration. It Is certain,
however, that, since the Interconnection
between electricity and magnetism Is
known, a demonstration of th,o nature
of the one must, by corollary. Include a
disclosure of the nature of the other.
Moreover, It would not seem likely
that the complete unraveling of the
nature of electricity would necessarily
Include a revelation of the nature of
both matter and of gravitation.
Emivlea In Weatmlnater Abbey.

It was formerly the custom at the
funeral of a great man to dress up an
effigy representing him while In life
and then to carry it before his hearse
to the grave. After the burial It ■was
set up in the church, sometimes under
a temporary monument, to which a
laudatory poem or nn epitaph was af
fixed. The royal effigies In the abbey
can be traced back to the fourteenth
century, but the oldest original one Is
that of Charles 11.—George F. Parker
In Century.
Fall of Hlmaelf.

“Hamm has got a job at last with a
good stock company, I hear.”
‘Yes, and be thinks he’s the only
thing.”
“That so?”
“Well, 1 should say. Why, whenever
be bears anybody talking about ‘a dra
(Rockland Star).
matic situation’ be thinks they mean
A story has just leaked out in him.”—Philadelphia Press.
which a Rockland ' business man
played a prominent part. During the
A Treaaore of a Co<ik.
recent engagement of “Parada" the
Mr. Newedd—What! No cook stove
gentleman in question boarded a oar
at “Oindyville,” the passengers of in the house? I gave you money to
which were largely participants in buy one. Mrs. Newedd—Yes, my iove,
the production. The seats wore all but I found I hadn’t enough to buy a
filled and soon another member of the stove and hire a cook, too, so I let.the
company entered. “Take my seat, stove go. But tbe cook Is here, and
miss," the Rockland gencleman vol she’s a treasure. She has just gone
unteered. The young lady accepted
his offer and then to the amazement out to get us some crackers and cheese.
of the “Qindy,” replied in a deep '—New York Weekly.
basso, “Thank yon, sir." It is need
Had Heard of It Often.
less to say the fair maid was a male
Teacher—What do you know of Mes
member of the famous “Mauhattans. ’’
opotamia? Tommy (dubious at first,
but becoming more confident as be pro
GOOD TEAR FOR CORN.
ceeds)—Mesopotamia Is —is an animal
The weather prophets are saying that inhabits the rivers of Africa.
that the month of May, 1901, was very Yon shoot ’em with big double barreled
much like the present month. Mnoh rifles.—Kansas City World.
of the corn subscribed for the can
Two Nearativea,
neries thronghout the state was not
Johnnie—Papa, do two negatives
planted before the 12th of June and
make nn nffirmatlve? Papa-lThat’s
some as late as the 20th. That year the mie. Johnnie—Well, you said “No,
gave the heaviest yield of com Maine no,” when I asked you for a quarter
ever experienced.
this morning. When do I get it?

THE LIFE OF THE WORLD.
Tradltlomi Thnt It Will
Thoanand Yearn.

bat SUt

There Is a gciicriil and widespread
Three years ago Joseph S. Mitohel- notion, which the curious Investigator
Bon, stocked a small pond across the will find scattered throughout both
road from his residence in Tariffville modlnevnl and modern literature, that
ivorld will last 6,000 years from
with brook trout. They have grown Jho
tho date of Its creation. .\ii Inscrip
to be from one to two ponnds in tion 111 one of Martin Luther's books
weight and are very tame, says the reads as follows; “Elljnli, the prophet,
Hartford Oonraut.
said that the world had existed 2.000
Mr. Mitchelson feeds the trout on years before the law was given (from
raw beef, chopped flue, and plays Adam to Moses), would exist 2,000
with them as mnoh as you would a years under the Mosaic law (from
pappy. They eat ont of his hand and Moses to Christ) and 2,000 years under
allow him to fondle them as ho the Christian dlspensatioii, and then
pleases. But like a playful dog they It would bo burned.”
In the Etrurian account of the crea
sometimes play too hard and bite, and tion (by Sutdns) I find a similar tra
when they do their sharp teeth draw dition: “Tbe Creator spent 0,000 years
blood.
In creation, and 6.000 more are allotted
One form of amnsemeut which Mr. to the earth.”
Mitchelson has invented is a sort In the black letter edition of Foxe’s
of tug-of-war matoh. He fastous a “Acts and Monunieuts” there Is a
piece of moat to one end of a string whole sermon given, with the (kOOO
and then it’s a tussle to see whioh is year limit of tho earth's duration as a
the stronger-trout or man. The trout text. (See above work, edition of
digs his toes into the turf, so to speak, 1632.)
Some ■writers contend that tho “six
sits back on his haunches and pnlls days” referred to In Holy Writ really
for fair. In reality he backs water mean 6,000 years, and that tho “sev
with his fins.' Then ho will siiddou- enth day” Is a type of tho coming mil
ly turn and try to run away with the lennium, or “Sabbath of a thousand
bait. It is out fair to Mr. Mitchel years.’’ The psalmist says, “For a
son to say that he is like the oirous thousand years are In thy sight ns yes
manager, who always lets tlie woman terday.” (Pshlm xc, 4. See also II
Peter 111, 8.)—St. Louis Republic.
oliarioteer boat tbe Roman.
They make the water froth and bub
HUGE DUCK FARMS.
ble, these trout, at meal time and later
become playful and sportive. For it’s Tlney Are to Be Seen on All the Wa»
certain that the tront takes a more
terway* of Cklna.
oheerfnl view of life after a square Enormous fiocks of tame ducks, num
meal, just as a man does. If the bering many thousands, arc to ho seen
trout had ears that yon oonld soratoh on all the waterways of China. Those
and tickle as you do a dog's, he would are carefully herded by the duck
probably derive the same pleasure farmer aud his sons and guided by
them to suitable feeding grounds. A
therefrom that the dog does, but the recent ■writer speaks of seeing them
trout isn’t built that way. All tlie on tho Yangtse In midstream, floating
same, yon ban tonoh his snsoeptibili- down In compact masses with tho rac
ties. 'The tiiok is in knowing where ing current and surrounded by their
guardians In tubs, who, armed with
to tickle him.
This is not equivalent to the old long hnmhoos, smartly whacked any
saw: Catch a bird by putting salt bn birds that happened to stray.
its tail. Mr. Mitchelson has already These ducks always appear to be of
the same age, a curious fact that Is ex
tamed his tront so that they will come plained by tho Chinese use of Incuba
np into his hands, and he has learned tors on a large scale. Tliey are very
by experiment that they like to bo chary about revealing details, but It
stroked in that part of the body wliere would appear that these Incubators are
they stow away the worm. Properly either made of manure and lime In tho
soothed in this manner yon oau lift a open nir or In rooms heated by char
trout completely out of tho water coal fires, the eggs In this case being
placed In bS^kets covered with straw
without his making a flop.
of
Cotton woo!.
J
Mr. Mitohelson says ho iiad one
To
Illustrate
tho
magnitude
of
these
charmed when he lived in the West so
operations It may be mentioned that a
that he oonld carry him all around the j bout on a river will sometimes encoun
room without distnrbihg the trout’s ter a floating mass of eggshells num
peace of mind. With his trained trout bering tens of thousaudrf and c'dmlug
in Tariffville lie has not yet attempted from nn lucnhntor where ducks have
to complete a reversal of natural laws, just boon hatched.
but they like to be petted, as does a
ohild with a stomach ache, and oome
A READY PREACHER.
to his hands and beg him in trout
pantoipiue for a piece of chopped beef Notable Iiininnee of Preneiioe ot
Mind In tlie Pulpit.
and a tiokle.
Frederick the Great, being Informed
of the death of one of his chaplains, a
THE PENALTIES OF FAME.
-man of considerable learning und pi
“There is uo doubt that Admirals ety, deferniined to select a successor
Sampson and Sohley aud their fellows with the same quallllcutlons and took
done noble. Far be it from mo to tho following method of nscertaliilng
withhold from tliem that mood of the merit of one of the numerous can
praise whioh is their due. I don’t didates for tlie appointment; Ho told
know what a ‘meed of praise’ is, bnt, tho applicant tlint he would furnish
whatever it is, I will not withliold it. him with a text the following Sun
Bat I daro say that somotimos, as they day, 'when he was to preach at the
hastily adjust their baseball masks on royal chapel. The morning came, and
lieariiig the approachiug footsteps of
designing females, or see their pictures the chapel was crowded to excess.
The king arrived at llio end of the
adoruiug advprtisomonts of iwrons
plasters and purgative pellets, or see prnyer.s, and on the candidate ascend
their names pnlsating from every ing the pulpit he was presented with
lager-beer and oyster saloon, aud listen a sealed paper by one of Ills iiiujesty’s
night after night to. words of praise alds-de-cnnq). The preacher opened
from ns orators—I dare sav that at It and found nothing written. ' Ho did
such times they often wish that some not, however, lose Ids presence of
other fellows had got tlieir job. I have
never been a poimlar man myself, and inliul, hut, turning the paper ou both
seen uo immediate prospoot of being sides, he said:
“My brethren, here Is nothing, and
one, but, reallv, I slionld think being
there Is nothing. Out of nothing God
a hero must have its disadvautaaes.
“Take the case of iwor Hobson, for created all things.” And he proceeded
instance! When I roiuembor how that to deliver a most eloquent discourse on
heroic man liad to kiss his way aoross the wonders of the creation.
the ooutinent, going np against every
thing in the female line without re
The Slorr of « Great.
gard to age, ouious or previous oondi- ,'rhere Is a curious tradition concern
tion of servitude, with never a mur
mur, my heart bleeds for him. Sink ing the almost miraculous presen’atlon
ing the ‘Merrimao’ in the face of (he of tbe life of the first Earl of Kildare,
Spauish batteries requires nerve, but which explains tbe origin of tbe crest
think of the nerve of oxohangiiig used by tbe Offaly Geraldines. While
microbes with two liuudred and sixty- an Infant, so tbe record runs, he was
seven women in one afternoon, witli In tbe castle of Woodstock when an
no interval for autiseptios. ”—Simoon alurin of- fire was raised. In the con
Ford.
fusion that ensued the child ■was for
gotten, and on the servants running to
FORBIDDEN FRUIT.
search for him the room in which be
A request was once made to the lay was found In ruins. Soon after a
anthorities of one of tlie oolleges at strange voice was beard In one of tbe
Cambridge that room migiit be found towei-s, and on looking up they saw
on the spacious lawns of their garden an ape, which ■was usually kept cbalnfor the lady students of Girtoii College cil, carefully bolding the child in his
to play lawn tennis.
arms. The earl afterward, in grati
Gnessiiig clearly enough what would tude for his preservation, adopted a
be the result of the admission to these
students of the fairer sex among the monkey for bis crest.—London News.
nudergraduates, the master replied
Aarca of Blrda.
that it was ordered in the statutes of
the oollege that the gardens must be Small singing birds live from eight to
devoted to the purposes of floriculture eighteen years. Ravens have lived for
and. must not bo used for husbandry. almost a hundred years In captivity,
—From Spare Moments.
and parrots longer than that Fowls
live ten to twenty years. The wild
goose lives upward of a hundred years,
and swans are said to have attained
tho ago of 300. Tho long life of birds
has been Interpreted as compensation
For Infants and CbUdreu.
for the great mortality of their young.

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have Always Bought

A Fatal Oiulsalon.

Bears the
Signature of
GA.&nfO'SR.X.A.,

B«ui ths

You Haffl Always Bought

o.^B'Foan.x^.

Bewt tbs

The Kind You Haw Always

Blfnttext
BtustU
Mt

ylhs
til

"I can’t for the life of me make out
what y wife Is driving at In this let
ter?"
“Of course you can’t, old chap. Don’t
yon see that she forgot to add tbe post
script?”—New Orleaus Tlmes-Democrat
Graded Aifeotlon.

Housekfeper—Do you love children?
Applicant—It all depends on the
wages, mum'.
Industry keeps tho body healthy, the
mind clear, the heart whole and the
onrse full.—Simmons.

mmm

U IS IM HU)

Tho District meeting of the Rebekali
lodge was heid in Memorial Hall
Tliursday evening. Tliere were pres
ent about four hnndred people, inolud-,
ing members from the lodges at Watervillo, Fairfield, Clinton and VassalProbably the most excitiuR ball boroi' The degree staff of Dorcas Rename of tlio season was wituessod on bekah lodge ot Waterville conferred
the Oakland grounds Monday fore tho degree on six candidates. The
noon, whore Oakland crowed bats lodge was opened witli tlie ofllcers of
with Pittslioid. It was an ideal day Acme Rebekaii lodge ot this place in
for the sport and the diamond was the cliairs, it being tho uiglit fortiieir
literally surrounded by a crowd of regular mooting, but when tlio time
hilarious and appreciative people. came for tho degree work they witliThe only oconrance to mar the enjoy drew and tlie officers of the Waterville
ment of tlio game was the refusal of lodge took tlieir .places. Tlie work
the Pittsfield team to oontinuo play was beautifully done, tlio degree staff
ing at the middle of the eleventh receiving compliments from all sides
inning. The trouble aroso over an for tlieir olTlijjoucy and tliorougli knowl
anquostiouahlo decision of Umpire edge'of tlie work. While the staff
Johnson with the score 8 to 8. were robing and disrobing, entertain
Elliott, the first man u]) for Pittsfield ment was furnislied, consisting of
in the eleventh, so nt out a pretty fly, recitations aud music. After the
which was captured by tho Oakland business, ice cream and cake were
Memorial hall was tlie scene, Friday lor, John H. Johnson, A G. Ricker
oentte fielder. Daily, t-fie iie.xt man served aud a good, socialtimo enjoyed
evening, of the largest caucus ever aud J. E. Harris out of a total of 202.
up oraokcd a clean base hit into by all. Four special cars conveyed ^
On motion of E. M. Foster, the
centre field and stole second. Butler tlie visitors to Waterville after the Rf'fl'ered in Oakland, tlie interest delegates were instructed to use all
summarily struck out.
Lancaster meeting. Among the out of town ^ centering in the contest for delegates honorable means in tho convention for
sent a grounder to Wormwood, who ^visitors were F. H. Felker of Clinton, to attend the state convention. All the nomination of W. M. Ayer as
could have easily thrown out his man ' Mr. Watson of Waterville, wlio in ‘ day long one could not pass along the senator from the northern part of the
nt first, had not the runner, when stituted tlie ■ lodge liere, and Mrs. street without hearing' the words, county. Mr. Ayer made a few fitting
near the base, thrown up his arms and Sturtovaut, president of tlio Rebekali I "Cobb,” "Ferrald,” "canons,” etc., remarks, thanking the caucus for the
hurled his sis feet of skin and bones Assembly. “
1 wherever two or more voters happened honor shown him, and said that if the
into the air. This iiorformanno dis A very pleasant time is reported at to meet. Both factious evidently nomination should not oome to this
turbed tho eqnilihrimn of Oaklnnd'*s the closing event of tl>e dancing class . were looking for a close rub.
section this year it would put him in
first baseman, and ns a result tho ball nt Memorial Hall Wednesday evening. I The meeting was called'to order by line as a future candidate.
went rolling into the out field. Of About forty pupils aud invited H. L. Hunton, Esq., ana upon nom
The caucus then proceeded to ballot
oourso Dally scored but Umpire .Tchn- friends were present.. Tlie march ination that gentleman was chosen for delegates to attend the state con
son called Laucoste out for iutorfere- was led by Master Robert Stifford and permanent chairman, and Geo. H. vention, at Bangor and 248 votes were
ing with the baseman.
' Miss Ruby Boynton. Tlie latter wore Foster, clerk. H, W. Greeley, A. M. thrown. The ticket consisting of A.
, After a hot but useless disoussiou a very pretty costume of white Leonard and ,T. E.lfarris were made W. Leonard, O. B. A. Winslow, Geo.
of this deoision, the I’ittsfields left brilliauteue witli r.ccordiaii plait.
j a committee to receive and count Tracy, and Aoram Batohelder, re
tho fiohi and the game was cKlled t) to
ceived 188 votes aud was elected. On
Rev. J. 13. Reardon and Mrs. R. A. '1 votes.
V
~
0 in Oakland’s favor.
It was supposed that there would be motion of E. M. Foster this delega
Sbeplierd imvo been selected as
Notvi'hstanrting the untimely end delegates from Cascade Lodge I. O. G. but one list of delegates to the county tion was instructed to vote for Hon.
ing of tho game, it was extremely T. to attend tiio next meeting of tlie convention, presented to the caucus, B. M. Fernald of West Poland, as
interesting from start to tinish,'- there District Lodge to be held at Riverside but a second ticket, headed by Geo. their candidate for governor.
being many brilliant plays on both next month. Tho alternates are Mrs. I W. Fields, Esq., was distributed when
H. L. Hunton, Geo. H. Foster aud
sides.
Carrie F.'.Hemeu and Mrs. 0. A. It oame time to vote. The result of A. W. Leonard were then selected as
A groat many of the St. Louis citi Cdnuiiighaiii.
' the ballot was 164 votes for H. L. members of the town oonimtitee for
zens who subscribed to the exposition
Mrs. Ray Messer of High street has Hunton, E. M. Foster, Geo. W. Tay two years.
stook have failed to oome forward been visiting her sister, Mrs. A. A.
with tho cash, and now tire exposition Lakin of Waterville. It might be
company is filing suits against these called a family reunion,as Mrs. Lnkin pronouuoed by all present to be one of
■delinquents.
We notice by the St. also eutbrtaiiied her sisters, Mrs. Mary the best Memorial sermons ever beard
Louis papers tliat one of tho attorneys Sturtevaut of Clinton, and Mrs. Kate here. Following is the program:
' Invocation
Rev. W. S. Oolemau
who is in charge of these suits, in Pago of W'ilmot Flat, N. H.
I Music
Quartette
volving a total of over $40,000, is L.
j Mr. Samuel Austin, who has been Reading of Scripture from the second
L. Leonard, Esq. Mr. Leonard is a
chapter of tho Prophecy of Isaiah
■ stoiqiing with his daughter, Mrs. I
native of Oakland and is one of tho
Miss Esther Eaton visited relatives
I
Rev. W. S. Oolemau
Jerome Damron, for the past few Prayer
Rev. W. G. Hubbard at Hinckley Sunday.
brightest young men Maine 1ms sent
' weeks, has returned to his homo at Response
Quartette
of late into the West, He Kraduated
Hymn, "Lest We Forget” Quartette i Arnold Totman, U. of M., is at his
Belgrade Lakes.
at Trinity College in ISiXi and wont
Sermon
Rev. J. B Lapham i home hero. Mr. Totman has finished
at ouoe to St. Louis where he has ! Annie Tibbetts of Portland, who
Qu
Monday
occurred
the regular his course at tho school.
Mrs. 1.
been most suooessful in Ills chosen has boon visiting her sister,
to
Corinua
Mcmfirial
Day
exercises
of
Sergeant
Miss Lovisa A. Prentiss, who has
I Augustus Gordon, went
profession.
Wyman
Post.
The
mills
aud
shops been visiting friends here for a few
Wednesday for a few week’s staywith
The ireople who happened to be on
. did not run for the day and the stores days, returned to her home in Augusta
j Mrs. Henry Goulding.
tho street Wednesday near the tele
,
■ were closed in the afternoon and even- Monday night.
phone ollice thought they were going ! Albert Lord, who is employed by ing.
Hon. E. J. Lawrence, who is quite
to have some excitement when a D. M. Marshall & Co., had a narrow
In the morning Commander Geo. ill at his home here, remains about
escape
from
breaking
a
leg
'riiursday
horse, belonging to Mr. Diugley of
Fitzgerald aud a detail went to Bel the same. A trained nurse is now
Sidney, which was standing in front b.y the falling of a stove which he grade aud decorated the graves of oaring lor him.
of Smith’s meat market, took fright was- carrying down stairs.
cormados buried there, and Vice Com
The Fairfield Grammar school won
Wesley Folsom is having his lawn mander, Oliver ' aud another detail
at the electrics and edeariug himself
at the first bound fan down' the'btreet. graded and turfed in front ' of his went to tho Lewis cemetery aud .per from^the second te^m of Good ' Will
Saturday afternoon by a score of 13
However, ho was caught before he house on Water street, which will add formed the same duty.
to
6. Higgins caught for Fairfield and
greatlv
to
the
appearance
of
the
lot.
reached the corner and the by-staudors
In tho afternoon tho procession
Chapman
pitched.
came to the oouolusiou that the small
Bert Curtis of Dexter, formerly of formed in front of the hall in the
The
Past
and Present club met with
hoy who was holding tho reins was this town, was oalhug on old friends order as published in The Mail aud
more frightened than the horse. The Thursday. Mr. Cuitis is at his cot marched to the cemetery where, after Miss Hattie Gifford, Wednesday even
harness was pretty well demolished tage at Great Pond for the season.
prayer had been offered by Rev. J. B. ing. This is the last regular meeting
but otherwise than that there was no
Reardon,
tho deploy was sounded and of the year before the annual, which
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Morse ot Brock
will be held in two weeks with Miss
damage done.
ton, who are visiting Mr Morse’s the soldiers dispersed to decorate tho
Monday morning at 8.80, the regular mother, were the guests of relatives graves of tho dead heroes. The line Hattie Gifford on Main street.
The Fairfield High school went to
thou re-formed and proceeded to the
time for testing the flro alarm, the in Waterville Thursday.
Good Will Farm, Saturday, where
mound,
dedicated
to
the
unknown
oitiens of this jilaco were surprised
Mrs. .Tudkins- and daughter, who
and excited at hearing the general have been visiting Mrs. Samuel dead, upon which tho W.. R. C. have tliey defeated the Good Will team, by
beautiful urn
urn, aud there. a score of 12 to 0. Barney caught for
alarm. Tho fire companies all re Pettie, have returned to their
» beautiful
after a short address by I'red Lyford, Fairfield and Reed pitched. Skinner
sponded aud men were running in all in Belgrade.
and singing by members of the Lower pitched for Good Will and Bean
directions, inquiring whore the fire
was aud wondering why tho box had There is talk that the date of the Grammar aud Intermediate schools , caught. Footman umpired.
not been pulled in. It was soon ex ball aud concert to be given by the the impressive ceremony of casting
Two oases of diphtheria were dis
Oakland Bond will be fixed for Friday flowers on tho water was performed
plained, however, when it was learned
covered Friday afternoon in tho family
by the children, following which of Joseph Bishop. Dr. Hooper at
that a new man was sent in to test tho evening Juno 8.
whistle and had puhed tho wrong Mrs. Horace Burrill of Waterville Commander Geo. Fitzgerald cast a tended tho oases, aud called the at
was in town Thursday to attend the wreath on the water "for those com tention of the matter to the Board of
cord.
District
Meeting of the Rebekah rades gone before, ” and Jessie Hallett, Health, who immediately took stops
G. B. Huff launohed a fine now 26
Lodge.
for the Sons of Veterans. G. W. to have tho place quarantined. It is
foot steamer Wednesday, which he had
made in Portland. She has a six foot Mr. aud Mrs. Irving Morse of Brook- Goulding read Lincoln’s Gettysburg hoped that there will be no further
beam and is equipped with a Knox ton. Mass., are visiting Mr. Morse’s speech, atfer which the procession spread of the disease.
engine. Tho coat was hauled from mother, Mrs A. A. Messer on High marched back to the hall, where a
Charles E. Emery, who is employed
j band concert was given before a very
the station to the lake by a pair of street.
at the upper mill of the United Box,
Mrs. Albert Baohelder is ill at her appreciative crowd,
horses and a yoke of ox^n aud quite a
Board & Paper Co. ’s mill on the Is
number of people wore present to home on High St., suffering from a I At 7.80 the band aud members of tho land, was quite badly burned Sunday
jPost marched from tho hall to Mrs. J. morning by having the liquor from
witness the lapuchiug. Mr. Huff severe attack of tousilitis.
home on Church street, one of the tanks boil over onto him.
has named the boat "Pearl” aud will
Mrs. Carrie beavoy of Belgrade '
escorted the speaker. Miss Jennie
let it to pleasure parties by the hour, Lakes is visiting her sister, Mrs F
His feet aud arms were quite badly
I Pierce Whitney, to tho hall where the
when not desiring it for his own use. 8. Hilton, on Main street.
burned, and he will be laid up for
program, previously printed, was
Hazel, the ten years’ old daughter
Mrs. Geo. Berry of Winthrop IS
» iearried out, G. H. Bryant reading several days at least. The accident
of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lyford, met visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. iH.
was no fault of the company.
"Lincoln’s address at Gettysburg”
with a very serious accident Saturday Higgins on Alpine St.
in place of Mr. Benson who was ab Memorial Sunday was observed here
while playing with other children.
Mrs. Mary Allen of Boston is visit sent. The speaker was introduced by with union services at the Fairfield
She and another small girl were rid ing her mother Mrs. Henry McCartney
G. W. Goulding, who in the course of Opera house, with sermon by Rev.
ing upon a horse and Hazel somehow on Main St.
his remarks said he had introduced James H. Peardon, pastor of tlie Unllost her hold and fell to the ground,
Bryant Babb and F. S. Hilton are many speakers from that same plat versalist ohuioh. Musio was furnished
causing internal injuries which may
Rev. Mr.
at Belgrade Lakes doing carpenter form, some of them being noted men, by the male quartette.
prove fatal.
but it had never before been his Peardon preached a very able sermon
work,
Patriotic exercises, consisting of
M rs. Frank Merrill of Bingham is' privilege to introduce a lady. For and the Opera house was filled with
songs, recitations, instrumental musio
visiting Mrs. Maurice Strickland.
ithis reason his introdnotipu would be 'i^'eterans, ladies of the Relief Corps
and an informal talk by Bro. H. W.
■ "
■ as he
■ - had
' ^ never yet and oitizens. The hall was prettily
very informal
Wells, formed a part of tho programme
found a woman who could not speak decorated with flags and cut flowers
at the regular meeting of Cascade
MEMORIAL DAY AT OAKLAND.
and potted plants. The exercises of
for herself.
Grange Saturday evening. Memorial
Mies Whitney proved herself a very Memorial Day followed on Monday
The Memorial sermon was preached
Day aud recollections of the war was Sunday by Rev. J. B. Lapham in alilo siioaker and hold tho oiose 'atten according to programme published in
Mr. Wells’ topic.
Memorial Hall. Sergeant Wyman Post tion of her audience throughout, and The Mail. Musio was furnished by
Mrs. Abram Baohelder has returned was present in a body aud held seats it is safe to say that many, who never the Augusta band. The cemeteries at
from a visit to Dixmout. She was ao- on the stage. The Sous . of Vetergus before realized the enormous number Benton were decorated in the fore
oompauied by her father, Mr. Alvin and W. R. C. were seated in the front of men who marohod "to the front, noon, aud the Maplewood cemetery in
Berry, of that town, who will remain of the hall where settees had been re ready to do and to die for their the afternoon'. Rev. J. H. Roberts,
-^ere several weeka
served for them. The hall was pretti country, now have a clearer uuder- pastor of the Methqdist church, de
livered the Memorial oration in a very
Mr. aud Mrs. W. E. Knauflf of ly decorated in the national colors, stauding from her figures.
At the close of her address bugle able and pleasing manner. After the
Waterville passed Memorial Day with the letters G. A. R. in the same colors
Mrs. Kuaufif’s mother, Mrs. Lizzie being placed over the stage. Musio calls were sounded, aud many of the exercises at the oharon,the ladies ot
was furnished by a quartette oomposed old soldiers were' carried back in the E. P. Pratt Relief Corps served
Field.
Miss Cora Briggs has returned from of Paris Mouson, Sophia Lapham, men^ory to tlie time when they wore sapper in their hall as is the usual
Freedom, where she was called by the Mra John Roderick aud Horace braving the dangers of the battle-field. oustom.' The ranks of the veterans
The baud played ”America,” tiie are fast thinning out, a number who
Greeley.'
death of her mother.
Mr. Lapham chose his text from let audieuoe singing, after which bene were in the procession of last year not
Miss Lena Leuie of Skowhegan is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Edmund Boy Samuel 17th chapter aud 47th verse diction was pronounced and "taps” being able to march this year on aooount of failing health.
"The Battle is the Lord’s.” It was sounded.
on Water street
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OAKLAND.

Oakland Republicans Follow -Watervllle’s
Lead In the Largest Caucus Ever
Held In the Town'““Delegation Instructed“="List of Delegates.

I

FAIRFIELD.

|
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E. J. Still of Boston, is in town
visiting his-daughter. Miss Florence
Still.
Henhv McVeioii, Corrospomlout
Ned B. Eenrick, who has been
spending several weeks in Boston,
has returned home.
__ ,,
The XX whist club were entertained
Rev. R. A. Oolpitts returned Tues
at the home of Mrs. Joseph Sawyer
day from Viualhaven.
on Elm street Tuesday afternoon.
A spceial meeting of the Fairfield
The Vassalboro A. A.' played the
Village Improvement society was held
Fcttingill Corner team a stubborn and
at the Lawreiioe library Friday even
well fought base ball game Saturday;
ing. F. L. Temple, the* landscape
at one time it appeared as if our boys
gardiuer, was present and submitted
would return with the pennant hitch
plane. If the necessary funds can be
ed to their banner, but figures do not
raised, the work will be begun at
lie, so the finish stood 8 to 7 in favor
once.
of the Pettiugills.
The first quarterly conference of tlie
Methodist church was held at tho
Mrs. Susan Underwood of Lisbon
Methodist churoli on Tuesday evening.
Falls
came to the village Thursday
The presiding ^ elder. Rev. O. A.
Southard, was present. This is the remaining till Saturday, visiting Mrs.
first quarterly conference which has Donalioe aud family. Her object in
been held since the present pastor. coming was to visit the cemetery
Rev. J. H. Roberts, has served. The where her loved ones sleep and have
usual reports were given.
j the lot properly cared for. Owing to
the delicate state of her sister’s health,
A large percentage of the members i
Mrs.
Mary Fisl!_, who is in her 81st
of Good Will Rebekali lodge. No. 60, i
year,
she was unable to remain till the
of this town went t«r Oakland Tlinrs-!
Memorial Day exercis.es olosed.
day evening to the district meeting
which was hold with Acme Rebekali
lodge. A special car was_ furniished
OLDEST BELL IN AMERICA.
for the Fairfield people at 7 o’clock,
and three cars wore waiting at Waterville to take the company to Oakland. ■World’s Fair Exhibit Was Brought to
New Mexico by a Priest With Coro
A fine time was reported.
nado.
The Fairfield High school defeated
the Taconnets of Waterville Wednes St. Louis. —The oldest bell in the
day afternoon at a game of ball play United States is exliibted in the Now
ed at Fairfield trotting park by a score Mexican building at the World’s Fair.
of 6 to 4. Herd pitched for the visi The relic was cast in 1855 aud was
tors and Scamuion for the home team. brought from Spain with one of the
The game was a very interesting one first expeditious to Mexico by Father
to watch, aud it looked as though it Juan de Padilla, one of the Franciscan
was Watervllle’s game up to the Fathers who accompanied Corahado.
tenth inning, when Waterville made It was first hung in one of the mission
all of her errors.
churches established on one of the
seven cities of Cibola. From there
it was taken to Gran Quivera, where
ALBION,
it was hung in the church of which
A baby girl has arrived at Geo.
the ruins are still visible. From Gran
Keay’s.
Quivera it was taken to Algodones,
Mr. Bean of B ingor was at John
where it has hung in tho parish
Hussey’s last wees.
ohuroh ever since. Gov. M. A. Otero,
Marion Hussey returned home from
Portland Saturday.
She attends of New Mexico, obtained possession
of the boll for exhibition at the Fair.
school there.
The autos gf C.-W. Hussey and C. Although the bell antedates the dis
W. Abbott both were seen in town covery of America by 137 years, it has
Sunday.
been in almost constant use from the
Rev. N. M. Heikes delivered the day it was oast in Spain.
Memorial address May 31, at Albion.
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FISHERIES CAR.

The fisheries oar of the Department
of Commerce and Labor oame into the
Union Station last night from Augusta,
Wateiwille and other places where it
has taken small lots of fish. Tho car
goes out toniglit to Green Lake aud
will load up there with the large
shipment of brook trout fry for Sebago
Lake. It is expected that the ship
ment will iiass through. the Union
Station early next week.—Portland
Express.
A

DYNAMI'l’E

BLOW'UP.

Knoxville, May 81.-^ Four men were
killed and two fatally injured in a dyna
mite explo.slon wlilcli occurred on the
Louisville aud Nashville road. 'The ac
cident was due to the carelessness of
work in a rock cut. The men had been
ordered to lay some blasts and It was
while they were tapping the holes that
the. explosion occurred.
FACE BADLY GASHED.
New Haven, May 31.—The body of
Henry I.aughllu was found In a barn
on the outskirts of the city. There was
a gash on tho right cheek, extending
from the eye to the lip, but the medical
examiner says that death resulted from
apoplexy. He thinks the man received
the wound In a light. 'The police will
investigate.________
A MURDEROUS SOCIETY.
New York, May 31.—An unsuccessful
attempt was made to wreck with dyh'amlte the two-story tenement occupied
by the family of Antonio Bartolottl in
Brooklyn.
Bartolottl had previously
received letters" signed by the “black
hand” demanding that ho pay the local
“black hand” band 8500 in cash or be
blown up. He hau turned the letters
over to the police. Salvatore Zaccoue
has been arrested on suspicion.
BABY LOST ITS LIFE.
Bridgeport, Conn., May 81.—Mrs.
Anna Nichols attempted to pour oil Into
a lighted kerosene stove and was fa
tally burned. Hor Infant daughter,
who was playing on the fiuor, was
burned to death in the fire which fol
lowed.
KILLED WIFE AND SHOT SELF.
kew Canaan, Conn., May 31.—Sher
man Deeman, aged 24, shot and killed
his wife and afterward attempted to
/;ommlt suicide. He fired a bullet into
his own breast above tho heart, but will
probably survive the injury.
CHURCH FOLKS IN ACCIDENT.
New Haven, May 81.—A tally-ho on
Which were 15 young people from the
Grace M. B. church of New York city
who were teeing New Haven was over
turned and several of the party severely
bruised.
••
YOUNG WOMAN KILLED.
Norwich, Conn., May 81'.—Miss M. A.
Tarrant, aged 23, daughter of a real
estate dealer, was driving with her
fiancee. Dr. J. J. Donohue, when their
horse shied at an automobile. Miss
Tarrant was thrown out aud her skull
was fractured, causlug death.

Nortli Vassalboro News.

ABIC CONVENTION.
Bangor Auditorium Will Hold State
Delegates.

When a political convention in
Maine assumes such proportions that
it cannot ho accommodated in Bangor
City Hall, then it is a convention
worth talking about. That’s the way
with the Republican State convention,
which has loug been announced to
take place in the City Hall on .Tune
29th. It will be too big for the hall,
aud so Cliaiimau Simpson of the
State ooiumitteo decided on Weduesday that the gathering must be held
in the Auditorium.
The convention is entitled to 1271
delegates, aud with, these will oome
such hosts of euthnsiasts in support
of the several candidates thatjf all
were to be crowded into the City
Hall the briok-walls would bulge out
aud the golden eagle would scream in
alarm from his perch on the tall
tower. And then, where would the
Bangor people oome in—or get in?
Impossible, aud so to the Auditorium
the convention goes. Special street
car arrangements will be made, and
on June 29th people who don’t keep
tab of political events will think that
Mayor Beal is holding his fair ahead
of time.
There will be plenty of musio on
this occasion, aside from the plain
aud vigorous ohaut of the political
choir. It will be furnished by three
bands—one from Rookland, playing
inspiring Cobb airs, one from the
western part of the State with
Prescott harmonies in its repertoire,
and the Baugor, baud, which will
give the crowd the best of everything.
CARRIE NATION IN TOWN.

Carrie Nation, saloon smasher,
lecturer, aud sonveuir vendor, passed
through the oity on train 29 Friday,
and during the few miimtes’ wait at
the station, delivered a barrangue
from the rear of the train.
The fact that Carrie was in town
oame qniokly to tho ears of the Oolby
boys, and they marched from the
campus to the station, singing—
"We don’t like tobaooo,
Do you know what we think.
That the boys who will use it
Are quite sure to drink. ”
Carrie’s talk from the oar platform
was tho same kind of "guff” that
she delivers everywhere. She was in
the midst of an impassioned philippio
against the saloon, when she noticed a
student with a oigaiette hanging from
his nether lip. She nearly oollapsed,
but revived snffliceutly to administer
a sound lecture to the erring youth.
Then she sold a few souvenirs and
the train rolled out of the station.
All the healing, balsamip virtues of
the Norway pine are oouoeutrated in
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup,
nature’s own remedy for ooughs aud.
oolds.

